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C H A P T E R I 
AH IN'IERfrtE'l'ATIOIJ OF 'l'HE FAr:iiLY AHD OF ITS PROBLEMS 
l. 
A. Interpretation of the Chinese Character for Family 
The analysis of a Chinese character is not always a reliable guide 
to its primitive meaning . For exrunple, t he usual form of the cha ract er for 
family, 11 t hose under t he roof", according to the Shioh Wen 100 h. . D., origi-
nally meant a pi g- sty and was after wards symbolically used for a human home. 
It is j ust as likely, however, that originally the part of the character 
which stends for "pig" had merely a phonetic ve.lue. The Liu Shu Ku, 1250-
l3lS A.D., s ets aside t his d:erive.tion and analyzes another form of the char-
a cter into thr ee persons tmder the roof . The modern interpretation of t he 
chara cte r for family is that the man is master of t he roof. 
A typical Chinese hmily m:i.ght consist of fat her, mother, son, 
daughter-in-law and grandchildren. 'l'o have four generations alive in one. 
hous·ehold is an honor; if five are alive at the same time, many are the con-
g.re:tule.tions and specic.l announcement of the fact is made in the Templ e o f 
the City- Guardian . In China t hi s is no mere theory ; i t is the pr a ctical 
basis on which the government is e stablished. "'very wember is answerable to 
t he family and the family is re sponsible f or each u.emb er, whether good or 
bad . l t is ·this syst em of mutual responsibility that ha :.:> made the Chi ne se 
the most peaceable, ruost easily governed, and mos-~ ·co l erWl·t people in ·th e 
·world. 
B . Unste.ble Condition of t h e Famil y 
The Chin ese family is a highly complex organization, with many 
aspects Vlhich sometime s appear mut ually cont radictory. 'l'llose arise from it s 
constitution, from its envir01unent, end fro .. : the relauion between the t wo . 
It is not only in times of s:pecial stress the!; families are parted . Some 
2. 
adult mal EJ s ec.rn their living a-~ gr,,at dist~::mces from home. b.any motht:rs never 
learn what has become of -~ heir sons who \rent I::UTay in ea rly youth to be heard 
·of no more. Communication is irregular ::md uncertain and altogether un rel iable. 
Ho wonder the current !:idage declares that vrhen the son has gone a thouse.nd 
1:1 iles , t he nw-~rwr t;rieve s. Bvery family contains within itself the seeds of 
cti su.ni·~y 0ll ci. ii ·~ 11 ey clo no-~ in all cE~ses produce the ir appropriate harvest, it 
is because they arc mercile ssly blighted or counteracted in their development. 
The affection of most Chinese chiJd ren for their mothers _is ve ry 
real and lasting. For inst ance, the death of the mo-uher is, for a daughter es-
pecially, the great est of earthly calamities. Filial piety in its cruder and 
;·:1or e practical aspe cts constantly leads the married daughter to wish to trans-
fe r some of the property of the husband's family to that of he r mot her . The 
Chinese expr ession of this hab i -b is, in met aphorical phrase, "a l eak at the 
bot t om", which is proverbially hard to ztop . It is a current saying t hat 
nine~Gy-nine out o£ a hundred married daUBhters are more or less pilfe rers. 
This practice is, hov1ever , seldom found in the Christian home. 
The Chinese ideal is to hold the family property i n co umon hldefi-
nit ely. Nevertheless, they t hemselves are cons cious ttm theirs is not an ideal 
1.1orld a..11d ther efore division of the house, land, or other 11roporty cannot 
a l ways be postponed. It not infrequently happens t hat one of the son s becomes 
dis sat isfied or discont ented and a group of neighbors t hen tell the father 
that it is time to effect a division. At such time the family aff airs a re pLrt 
i nto the hands of third parties vh o arc supposed io be entirely disintere sted 
but it someti.-·ne s happens that the family has i tself so well under control as 
to be able io dispense with t h i s important a ssistance. 'Nhen the middle men 
conduct t he transaction t hey begin by t aking an inventory of the r eal and per-
sonal property, 'ahich they appr aise roughly, endeavoring to separate t he se 
a ssets i nto as many portions o.s there are to be shares . A certain pert of the 
property is set aside for "nourishing the elderly"; that i s, to care for 
t he parents . Perhaps another portion is reserved for· the wedding expenses 
of WL~arried daughters or yotmg sons . ~rnat r emains to be divided i s grouped 
in portion s , descriptions of the articles or property are written upon slips 
of paper , ro lled up . placed in a rice bovtl, shaken up and each member of the 
frunily then draws a slip . It is the usual courtesy to _r;e r rnit the youngest 
son to drav1 first . Whatever is noted on his slij) of paper r epresents his . 
share and so on tmtil all have dr awn. In a f amily vhere harmony reigns all 
this trouble is avoided, although such f am ilies are rath er exceptional. 
3. 
One of the most melancholy phenomena of Chinese li fe is the sudden-
ness , the s pontaneity, the inexorableness wi th which natural affection and 
all kindl y relations tmder certain co ndit ions seem abso l utely to vri thcr up. 
If a member of a clan comes into collision with t he prej t dices o f the pr e: ced·-
ing generation, or even 'l':ith that t o which he hir.1self belone;s, his t;ranlfl.father, 
father, gr eat uncles, un cle s, cousins and brothers often promise to br eak 
h i s leg , rub out h i s eyes 1:7ith quick lime, and t he like, and not i nfrequent l y 
put these threats into exe cut ion. 
).;oral discord can be cured only by r adical and not by superficia l 
r emedie s. Yet ther e is one remedy dist ingui shable from a mora l type, which 
is that of cons i dering fa;·n ily l if e i n religious terms . In s pite of al l evi-
dence to the contrary, there is ade quate reason to believe that Chinese 
social morality at its best is fully equal to that of any \'[estern land . Yet 
it i s necessary to take ca reful note of the fact that the consequences of a 
l apse from vir t ue are destitute of the ameliorations vri t h which we have be-
come familiar . The princi. pal con cern of every one interested is t he "fa cen 
of the family involved , and to save this imag inary self- respect, it may be 
necessary fo r some to commit suicide, which is done Viith the smellest pro -· 
vocation at all times . In order t o me re deeply explore some of the cause s 
of their want of s uccess, practical truth or r e ligious educaii on may ·be 
int ro duced. 
4. 
'l'he disintegrat ing f orces which o:pera t e i n the Chinese femi l y are 
more efficient in the home s of the poor than of the rich be cause ther e is 
l es s power of resistan ce . Two of the s e agen cies whi ch demand a certain de-
gr e e of propriety ere they can be fully developed are the gambline; a.nd the 
opium habit, t wi n vices of th e Chinese race. Each leads by swift and r e-
lentless steps to destruction ~md in each ca se there ensues at last what i s 
virtually a par alysis of t he will, making r e covery imposs i ble . Agai nst 
the s e gigantic evils there is no safeguard whatever, no remedie s and no pre-
ventative influences, though the government has de clared that t he se evils 
shall be eventually abolished. To this dark catalogue of maleficent forces 
must be added one more viola tion of social morality,-- the fact that little 
value is placed upon infant life. 
Society in China is predominantly patriar chal. 'l'he family is the 
social unit and the norm of social organization. A mandarin is the parent 
of the people under his rule. The empire is one family . 'ro the "Son of 
r·eaven" , there is no strang er; he regards the empire as his family . In ac-
cordance with the i dea , filial piety, the duty of the child t he duty of a 
younger brother, a re the fundamental social virtues. Fil i al piety and 
brotherly submission are estee."'led mo3t h i ghly in order to give due promi-
nence to the social relations. 
"Gr eat emphasis has been placed on f amily solidarHy. Of the • fi ve 
relationships ' familia r to every boy, wi thin_.which are supposed to be stunmed 
up the duties of man to his fellows, thre e have to do with the family. 
These are the relationships between husband a.'ld wife, between younger 
brother and older brother, and between father and son. "1 The national 
e=thics has been based more on duty to parents than to God. "If men in-
dulgos i n dissipation he sins~ not because he has defiled the te~ple of 
God, bu'G because he has injured the body transmitted to him by his fore-
fathers. He is to serve his parents during their life end afte r their 
death to sacrifice to their spirits . n2 
The family solidarity ht: B many r oints of strength . It prevcn.ts 
a too-hurried departure from the pa st . It furnishes a motive for and Dakes 
po esible the preservation of excellent moral standards Emd re straints e.nd 
is an aid to government. China ' s high ethical system and her persistent 
adherence to it during the centuries in theory , and often in practice, he.ve 
to 110 small degree been the result of her emphas is on fan1ily solidarity. 
"Wi shing to order well their states, they first regulate their famili~s. 
V!ishing to regulate their families, they f irst cultivate their p~n·sons. 113 
Loyal ty to the f amily has certa in potential points of nationc.u stre~~gth . If 
the tmity of the small group could be expcmded in its scope until it became 
natione.l , pa.t r iotism and national soli clari ty nould be gr eatly strengt h ned . 
5. 
On the ot her hand , the fomily systerr has defects. It has hi ndered 
ini t iative. It ha~ been extremely hard f or the; individual t o break c::.via y 
from the dead ha11d of the past. All the pres sure of t h e traditional moral 
.code and of the family group has tended to subordinate the will of one to 
the will of all, . to discourage departure ~rom the ways of th e fathers; This 
is one reason why China has f ound it dif f icult to discover l eaders i n recent 
years , although i n the past some stood out suf f iciently to cor.unm .d the respe ct 
1, 2, Lat ourette , K.S., 'l'he Development of Chi na , p. 1 32. 
3 Chinese Four Books, p. 223. 
and recognition of the nation . TJVben i ndividuals or the nat i on as a v/hole 
finally break. awey from the past , as has been t he case in recent years, ex-
t r emes of radicalism are apt to follow. Unaccustomed to progress, t he nat-
ure~ tendency when the break comes is to go to the extreme. 'l'oo rapi d 
change and chaos have produced the China of today . 
C. Relig ious Life of the Chinese Family 
In order t o obtain a co rre ct underst and ing of Chi nese che.re.c-ter 
and civilization , some knowl edge of the systems of idolatry V!hich prevail 
i n t he cow1try and of t he religious beliefs of the people is absolutely 
necessary. It is no eesy matter to give a satisfactory clE, ssification and 
r epres entation of these r eligious systems. So diverse, i nt ricate and con-
fused are the doctrines of belief that it is difficult 'for anyone to give 
a.n intelligent accov..l,t of his 0'11711 creed or that of others. How can t here 
be rel i e; ious education in s u.ch cases! Perhaps the best classification ie 
that adopted by the Chinese who a l ways speak of th ei ·r relig ious systems as 
three; namely, Confu cianism, Buddh ism, and Taoism. Although having those 
throe systems of tee.ching s, the Chinese relie; ions are not regar d ed as rival 
end antagonistic but rather coordinated and sypplernentary, a:.t1d the people 
use them t ogether, giving to each mo re or less i mportance or prominence ac-
cording to their preference, or fancy . 
6. 
In her relig ious life the Chinese f amily, as e. rule, he.s been to l -
erant. Various ~aiths exist side by side and live in comparat ive J.Xl a ce with 
one ~mother . !{;any times t here have be en persecutions and often the g overn-
ment has frowned on certain sects,- - once in a great while on Confucianism 
but more often on Buddhisr;1 , Taoism, or Christianity. However, there has 
never be en a. reli ;5ious war. The average Chinese is e.t once a.n P...mi rni:::;t, a 
Confucie.nist, a Buddhist, and a Taoist , lithout any sense of inconsistency. 
His ethics are Confucian:i.stic or Buddhistic. He ce~ls in fJuddh~st or '.L'a.oist 
priests at critical times of illness or burial, honors the nrunes of h is an-
cestors: propithtes evil spirits, and seeks bl.essing:s from beneficimt ones . 
His moct religious idea is the_ worship of' Heaven . Confucius sEid , "He '.vho 
offends against Heaven has no-ne to whom he cr~n pray . 111 This "Heaven is a. 
personal God. He has desire, conscio usness, feeling, and action . It is the 
nill of. God. "2 although not much attention is celled to this fe.ct except in 
the t ime of festival days. 
7. 
Underlying all organized faiths is animism, a belief in spirits or 
invisible essences. 'l'h:i.s seems to have been 'the primitive relis ion of the 
Chinese family. It is dominant today over the masses of t he i gnorant. 'l'o 
the Chinese the air, earth and natural objects are inhabited by spirits, some 
of them beneficent, more of them evil. Spirits are the cause of disease and 
misfortune and must be avoided, or pro pitiated. Shrines are erected -'..,b.r:ough-
out the countryside and in the cities. By any roadside a shrine w~y be seen, 
usuall y with a tree grovring over it. In rneny cities at the i ntersection of 
t wo streets a stone is placed on which is declared in large characters that 
it came from tpe sacred mountains. It is a warning to spirits to go back the 
way they came . These spi rits are supposed to have power to harm or to bless 
the living. They are r epresented by tablets in the home and in the ancestral 
hall. Spirits are honored at the grave by food, by paper houses end by paper 
money for use ;n the norld beyond. •ro some of the e ducated, the honor paid 
to ancestors may be but little, if at all, different in motive from that e;.iven 
at the grave in Western lands; one uses food, the other flowers. To the great 
1
'I'he Chinese li'our Book:.h p . 23 . 
2Lo·ang Chi- Chao, Philosophy of Meh-tsz , p . 46. 
a. 
mass of people, however, the hbnor becomes worship and is expected to obtain 
blessings and to avert calamities for them. In fact , the Chb1ese are me r ely 
formalistic , observh1g . certain rites because they have always be en observed. 
'l'he:ir sup~rstition is as great as their i gnorance. 
Homes are wrecked because families refuse to conside r home life in 
r e lig ious terms and in social terms of sacrifice and service. Such homes are 
organized and conducted to satisfy personal desires ratht:r than to meet socicl 
responsibilities . It is high ti1ne to conside r seriously the task of educa:l:.ine; 
the people to relig ious efficiency in the home. 
The family needs a religious motive. Training in sufficient domestic 
mot i ves ·will be more potent for happiness than courses in domestic economy. 
EsDentia lly the problem is not one of mechanics but persons. VJhat we call the 
home problem is more truly a farnily problem. It centers in persons. The 
solution awaits a race with new ideals, educated to live as more t han dust, 
for more than dirt, for personality ];'ather than for possession. Vle need young 
people who will establish homes , not simply because they feel mi serable when 
separated , nor because one needs a place in wh ich to board and the other needs 
a 1:D arder, but because the largest duty and joy of life is to enrich the v1orld 
uith other lives v1ho will be of the g rea·L. est possible worth to the world. 
The family has the greatest opportunity to mould chili ren so as t o make the 
most valuable citizens of the future. 
D. Function of the Frunily 
Considering the home in relig ious t erms, it will be an institution 
YJiih a religious purpose to give the children adequate trc:.ini:r..g and sufficient 
rilotives to enable them to live the socie.l life of good-will. The fa.rnily 
9. 
exists to give to soc:ie ty developed and efficient children . It fails if it 
does not hav~ a reli;_:;ious, Et spir i tual product. It cannot succeed except 
by the willing self- devotion of adul t lives to the training of a spiritual 
personality . 
A family .is the pri111ary social organization for the elemonte.ry 
purpose of breeding the species) nurturing and tr&_ining the young . '~C:ni s is 
its ph'" siolog ice.l besis but its duties cannot be discharged on the physio-
logical ;plane alone. 'i'his elementary physiological function is l ifted to a 
spiritual level by the aid of character and the higher motive of love. Tl-lis 
is not measured by siz e but by moral obilitigations. Seek happiness through the 
right motive and you get it ; seek it through the short cut and you get . pain 
and suffering. 'l'he home sometimes breeds bitterness end sorrow because it 
apparently has not this high motive. 
The child is born int o the family and his first relations are 'llith 
father and mother, with s ister and brother. Certe;_in rnore.l obligations g row 
out of i t ese relations, .the observance of which is absolutely necessC>rJ· for 
the best developnieid; of the rfamily , as well as for the best developmert of 
the individual. Indeed, the family could not exist e.t all v.dthout rea izing 
those obl :i:gations to some degree at least . 'l'he corresponding vices make f or 
its destruction. To sow the winds of ease) pride, passion, is to r mp the 
fihirlwind . •: :here i s a Chine se colloguialism that "to sow melons is to reap 
melons; to sow beans is to ret p beans . " "By their fruits ye shall know them 
Even so every good tree bringeth forth good fruit; but a corrupt tree 
bringeth forth evil fruit . A good tree cannot bring forth evil fruit, neither 
can a corrupt tree bring forth good fruit. nJ: Such is the family and the 
function of tho fainily. 
1
u:atthew 7:16-18 . 
I . 
10. 
The family is a gru:,t moral and religious institution and its 
value for the i dealization, or moralization, of society cannot be over-
estimated. It is in the frunily that man l earns his firs t moral lessons and 
is thus prepared fo r the larger social and more~ life of the school~ of the 
community, and of the stliote. It is in the f'am.:lly that he first becomes con-
scious of the existence of -Lhe laws that govern htuuan a ction . In the family 
is 'humanity's great opportunity to vmlk tho way of the cross. "'I'he g oo d man 
comes out of the go od home, the home -Lha-L is goo d tn c{larac " er, in a im, and 
in organization, not sporadically but permanently, the horue \Yhere the reli-. 
g ious spirit, the spirit of i deal ism , and a sense of the infini te and divine 
a re diffused rathe r than i n jected."l 
'l'he Kingdom of Heaven comes through persons, as V!ell a s from and · 
to persons. 'l'he family, :therefore , bears a most significant relation to the 
progress of the divine kingcl.om, for the fami ly embodies a u.nion of personal-
Hies. It is thus a social unit; it is a social group; i t is a so cial condi--
t ion as well as a social power; a condition of happiness or of mi sery; a fo rce 
which acts and reacts either for the best welfar e of humanity or for its dis-
integration and destruction. It is . the place vrhere character and the prin-
ciiple of love are moulded . Of all social institutions, Christ apparently 
j udged the family to be the most i mportant . Concerning its fuunda.tion;· con-
tinua.nce, condition and possible disruption he spoke more conste.ntly a.nd mor e 
directly than of any other inst i tution . It is not the p roblem of someih ing 
other than persons in the i'amily but the ve ry problem of persons in it , the 
developing of living persons with a personality which eventuates in true 
success and high character. It should be the aim .of the family to bring their 
d1 ildren up t o the measure of the stature of the fulness of Ghr i st . 
lc H ll' ope, . ~ • , Rel ig ious Edu_gation in the_ l• 'amily 2 p . 6. 
Parents should find encouragement in the thought that there is a 
r easonable certainty of a successful outcome to a wisely conducted process 
11. 
of relig ious education. If they properly a.nd faithfully instruct their 
children in the principles of morality and relig ion, securing for thorn 
wholesome association e.nu. environment, availing t he selves of all the great 
and g racious helps provided by the gospel of Jesus Christ, the r e should be 
very little doubt as to the results. If parents employ the proper means they 
may have the happiness of seeing their cilildren deveJ.op into the strength 
and beauty of Christian cha1·acter . 
. ~any parents, probably the larger majority, are painfully, even 
discouragi ngly conscious of their lack of the qualifications needed for suc-
cessfull y conducting the religious education of their children . 'l'his con·· 
sciousness should lead t hem ·to call to their aid t hose who are qualified t o 
help t h em in this urgent task . The parents ' best service to the child may 
consist in securing for him the instruct ion and the molding influence and ex-
ample of some noble Christian teacher. Let the utmost possible be done 
t hrough the diroct agency of ·the home; then let the home avail itself of the 
help of all possible allies which provide helpful religious advantages and 
Ylholesome associations, such as the church with its pastors and tea chers, the 
public schools , and all s:yecial organiza tions, such as Young Men ' s and Young 
Women' s Chris-~ian Asso ciations . But the home must be the vit al center with 
which all othor as encies are made to cooperate. The child must be made to 
feel t hat his r eligious education has not been transferred from the home but 
that his home education is being mer ely .supplemented and stren0 thened by other 
agencies. His home should be his holiest sanctuary and in its atH10aphere he 
should find t hat vi tal syrnpathy unde1· which the germs of all good a r e quick-
ened into grow~th. 
C H A PTE R II. 
T H E C H I N E S E F A M I L Y 
A. Traditional Non-Christian Customs and Attitudes 
1. 'lorship of Ancestors 
First and foremost amo!l8 the national idolatrous rHea of China 
stands ancestral worship, which properly belongs to Confucianism, having 
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been practiced lon2: before the time of Confucius and santioned by his teach-
ings and example. It is one of -!;he oldest forms of idolatry k.novm in Chine.; 
it has the strongest hold in the minds of the people and is one of the prin-
cipal obstacles to the propagation of Christianity. Its observances are re-
garded as a necessary part of tho duties belonging to filial piety and they 
are engr:ged in with great precision and ostentation. Besides the motives 
arising from a grateful recollection o:f past associations, children are prompt-
ed to engage in acts of religious homage to their parents in the hope of being 
protected by them, as ·well as through f t.. ar of incurring their displeasure. 
The visible objects of wor shi p are ancestral tablets and painted 
portraits of -t.he deceased . The tablets , or paintings, of both parents arc in-
variably YJorshipped together if both are dead. 'rhe ancestral tablets ~re made 
of wood and are about a foot high. 'l'he characters written upon them record 
t he name and the title of the deceased, with the precise hour of their birth 
and death and the names of their sons. 
The paintings. or the effigies, whi ch are also objects of worship, 
are -taken after death. Although t hey may resemble to some degree the indi -
vidual whom they represent, they are very unlike the portr:!ti t of a living 
person. They have also their peculiar names, Yihich serve still further to 
~11 ark the distinction be-tween them and portraits of the living. 'l'he effigies 
are generally bro ught out and wor shi pped at the beginning of the new year and 
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on the birthday of the deceased, when they a re honored with theatricals or 
exhibitions. This, they think , shows respect to the i r parents , or g rand-
par ents . 'l'hey should no t be bla1ned for this; it .~- s due to generations o:f 
ignor a nce and of custom. This liberation of the individual from the thral-
dom of the family will mean the abolition of ancestral worshi p . . "'7hen t his 
is done a great obstacle to i ntellectu.al a nd materia l _t:· rogress will have 
been removed. 1; ilial piety i s in China the gr eatest of all the virtues, and 
filial i mpiety the blackest of crimes . There is no country in wh ich old ase 
is more respe cted than i t is in China. Everyone who has made a careful s t udy 
of the Chinese J!'our Books knov1s tlnt the Chinese peo ple have ple..ced g reat em-
pha sis upon filial pi ety . Mencius once said - 11 There ar e three thing s which 
a r e unfilial, and to have no posterity is -Ghe_ g reatest of them." 1 In ca s e 
of no post erity, how can the ancestors be worshipped '! Again , he said, "There 
,, 
a re f-ive thing s which are sa id, in the CO!nmon practice of the age , to be un-
fili a l . 'l'he first is l aziness in the use of one's .four limbs with out att end-
ing to t he nourishment of his parents . 'l'he second is gamblinG f . .nd chess-
playing a..11d being f ond of' 1:vine, vlithout attending to the nourislm ent of his 
parents. The thi rd is bein.; fond of goods and money and selfishl y atta ched 
to his wife and children, 1.11i thout attending to :the nourishment of his parents. 
'l'!'le fourth is fol lon i ng the desires of one's ears and eyes, so a s to bring 
his parents to disgrace . '.rhe fifth i s being fond of bravery, fighting Gt.nd 
quarreling, so as to encla11g er one's parents." ~ These expressions t; ive t he 
differ ence between the filial and the unfilial. An cestra l wo r shi p i s t her efore 
ba s ed upon f ilial piety. Such is the an cest r al worshi p that is ob s e rved 
unctiliously . Some intellig ent Chine se th i nk l ittle of the next world. '.i.' ey 
carry out the dutie s of the i r position, t hey observe the customs which have 
l, 2, Chine se Four Eoo~s, PP- 189 , 213 . 
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been hall0 \7ed by anti quity and are perfectly satisfied vrith t hemselves . J..n-
ce stral uorship is the outcome of exaggerated f ilia l piety. Filial _:.., i ety i s 
the basi s of the fawily . 'l'h e fam i ly i s the foundation of the entire admi n-
ist r Gtive syst em of China. 
2 . FBJnily 'l'emple s 
The worship of ancesto rs diff ers very lit t le i n its character f rom 
t hat of i dol wo 1·sh ip. It cons i sts in prostration , offering s of cooked food , 
·clle burning of incese, candle s, paper money and sometimes theatrical play s. 
It :Ls per f or.med at the dwellinc; house, the 1ami ly ternpl e , or at t h e tomb . 
Fe.J!tily t emples a r e le.rg e and costly edifices, r e semblint; in "i:.he ir 
external appear ance templ e s for the worshi p of i dmls . Like t hem , the h i gh 
wall on the outside encloses a l c.rge open court, in one end of \'Ehich i s a 
stage for theatri cals . In ·"he building on the sitle of t he c ourt oppo s i te the 
sta6e, instead of the u sual i do l s f otmd in t he templ e to v1hom it is dedicated, 
the r e is to be found a l arge co llection of an cestral tablets deposited on 
shelves e.bout four of -five i n che s wide end extending all t he way a cro s s the 
-Lemple , rising one a . ove the other like seats of a gallery . '.i.'hese t a bl ets are 
v s r y nu<1le r ous and sometinre s date ba ck a thouaand year s . 
These temples re constructed by t he wealthy peopl e in honor of 
the ir i.rr1nediate ancest ors and at first they contained onl y the tabl et s of a 
fevr generations. As the fami l y increased from ag e to age , a l -though it many 
he.ve contained many poor members , it ;;eneral ly has had enour:sh weal thy ones 
to keep the temple in repair and to provide f or i ts expenses. It i s a .. Vfn·y 
common th ing fo r persons vrith propert y to l eave at their death a iJiece of 
ground f or the use of the :family temple, t he yearly proceeds of whi ch are 
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edded to a common fund f or repairs and for provicli'ng ·sacrifices and theatricals. 
The tablets of deceased women are sel dom foUr1d i n the temples, al-
t h ous h they somet i tii G--S occupy a separate side compartment . 'l'he tablets of lJ.n -
rnarried men are not generally admitted. In case of the dea"Lh of unmarried 
yount:, men of particula r prominence c:nd promise, the f ollovrint; expettiency is 
resorted t o in order to resc ue their name s from oblivion . .AJ.1 arrangement is 
made with t:m other fami l y who has lo st a daughter about the sawe age and cere-
rr:onie s representing the betrothal and marriage of ~he decea sed par t ies are 
pe r fo rmed . After this a child of some o·iJher membe r of the I ami. l y may be trnns-
Hli·tted "nd his tablet, with those of his reputed wife and des cendents, placed 
i n the I a.mily templ e. 
'l'he ancestral temple is the most sa cred spot on ee.rth to the members 
of the f amily . Here repose the spirits of his ancestors ; lK r e is the ple,ce 
for f amily meetings on sacrifieial days; h ere he expect s that his spirit vrill 
eventually find its r esting place and share in t he homage and_ of f erings of 
f Eture generat i ons . The s e facts relating to ancestral wors 1ip explain the 
desire of the non- Christian Chine se to have their bodies car ried back t o their 
h or.1 e in case of death . They wi sh their dust to mingle with ·chat of their an-
cestors anci their s pirits to be rest ored to ~heir ~n cestral temple s, else 
they '.'rould be unhoused , uni ed, uncare~ for , uneducated, and t hey V/ould be 1.'!811-
dering , starving, homele s s ghosts in a !oreign land. This condition is more 
to be dreaded by uhe Chinese t hc:m anything they can i magine . 
Regarding the s acrifices in ancestral temples, Yle sometjjnes say to 
the people of fering them : "Uoth ing is eaten; when you -.. ake it away to eat it 
yourselves it remai ns the s E;me in substance, weight and. taste." . "Trne ~' they 
are apt to r eply, "spirits do not partake of material food; they appropriate 
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the spiritual, or b1palpable essen ce, or exhalation." Others, more i ntelli-
gent a nd thoughtful, r eply: "We know that nothing is eaten but we cannot rest 
satisf ied without g iving some outward expression of our grateful feel ing s; v1e 
YJish to indicate how fondly we ch<-rish the memory of our ancestors, how happy 
we -should be to have them sit dovm wi th t us at our board, and to have the privi -
l ege of minist ering to their wants. "l 
3, Worship of the Kitchen God 
The Kitchen God occupi es an important place in the national religi-
our rites. 'l'his form of idolatry i s about as ancient a s t h e one just des cribed 
and as universal, being practically in every family. The Kitchen God has no 
temple and no i mage. It is worshipped under the representation of a paiJe r en-
g raving , generally about a foot square , which is pasted on the kitchen range. 
'l'hi s may be regarded as the hou.sehold divinity of China. It is supposed that 
it takes cognizance of everything that transpires in the family and me.kes a 
re port at the close of t h e year to the chief of the gods, Yu-huang- ta-"Li. The 
night when he is s upposed to take his departurL. is r egar ded as a very :L:apor·t,ant 
oc ca sion . All the members of the family are present and a feast is t; i ven in 
honor of the god, i ntended to propitiate him and induce h i m t o make as favor-
able a r eport at headquarters as possible . At the close of the fe a st the aper 
g od is r emoved f rom the k itchen renge and burned and tllus, in imaginati. on , is 
transported on the viin6s of flame t o the spirit land und the kitchen is v;ithout 
a god for a few days. On the first day of the new year E. ne \1 .i.-aper is pro-
cured and the kitchen r;od is involl:ed to resume his pl ace in the family. There 
can be little doubt that the belief of the constant pr esence of this god has 
the tendency to r estra in from evil and ·t. o bring the vrorcls and action of the 
family into close accord with what they deem to be right and proper. 
1Nevius, J. L., China and the Chinese , p . 134. 
4 . 'fhe Burning of aper ,:oney 
'.L'h eir paper woney is made of paper covered on one side by Hhat 
very much resembles t in foil. I t is manufactured in large quantities fo r 
idol purposes ru1d is used throtg hout t he coUlltry. A superior kind is made 
in hollow s qua res two or thre e i nches long, which a r e united by a string 
and hung up everywhere in stores or shops f or sal e . rr:1i s ki nd of pa~'er is 
ce.l l ed "Yuen Bao", that wld ch is of f irst or g r eates t value . It represents 
large ingots of silver and is used largely in sacrificing to the gods. An 
inferio r kind of paper is to be bought in sheets about eight inches square 
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and nade up in rough forms by women , '<'1l10 se lips cons tant l y chant the pr ayer-
like v;ords "0- mi- to- fu ·', while their fingers are busy ni th ·i:; he paper. ' 1lis 
is cal l ed silver sheet and represents small pieces of silver . It is used in 
offerins s to ancestors and spirits during -Lhe seventh and eighth months . 
~.'1 1en of fe rings ar e made to h lmgry ghosts an i 1mnense pile of this paper money 
may somet i mes be burned at one templ e . It is . 'uelieved that the gods or spirits 
for whose benefit this money is burned receives for it rea l 60ld and silve r 
in th e spirit world. 
On fune ral occasions, in addit i on to the money for the use of the 
departed spirit, representations in paper of male and f emale avt enclants are 
t urned , a l so paper s e drms, horses, wagons, etc. In case of the death o:f opituu 
smoke rs, a paper opiur.'1 pipe and l8.mp are burned for f ear of adding to the 
torment , or of increasing the di spl easure of tlue decee.sed by negl ecting to 
make these provis i ons. 
5 . Chi nese Geomancy 
Thi s is b~own as "Feng- shui"-- litere.lly, wind and wf:':te r --and is 
everywhere &" powerful factor .:.n tLe Chinese life. While it may 0\7e most of 
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its developmentto the Taoists , i t i s the pro duct of superstition ElOngers 
from al l the sects . Al t hough founded on one of i~he most anci ent cl assics , 
the Yj - ching (Book of Changes) , it be cmne systematized only in the twelfth 
century ; yet in s even hundred years it has be come "one of the most g i gant ic 
systems of del usion that ever ga i ned prevalence mnong Llen ."1 
The origi nal ob j ects t;iving rise to the s ystem were thes.pi_rits of 
departed ancestors . Render e d powerful by the act of death , thei r mediator-
ship \"la s -reatl y sought by th e living . Natur ally their s epulchre- home w&s or 
' reat importance e.nd only "wind and water do ctors" , or "luch- docto rs " , could 
rq:e rly l o ccct e thi s . La t er , however, the sites of hots es , shops , pa::,o da.s , 
and c ities came to be cleterrr,ined by these doctors and their s cience broadened 
out unt i l i t in clude d "cosmogony, ne.tur e.l ph i losophy : spiritua.li sm , and biolog~ 
s o far as they have these sciences . " 2 
Spi r i ts of t he dea d a r e but meciia through ':rhom survivors ce.11 in-
fluen ce t he real power , uhich is nature. Hature is regarded cis a living or-
;=;nnism over vih i ch hover s invi sibl e ho sts of n1a l i gnant be i ngs who need to be 
yro pitiated. If a t omb is pl a ce d so the.t the spirit dwelli ng therein is com-
fo rtable, t he i n ference is that the G.ece:as ed will g r ant those ~.-;ho supply its 
·, 1c..nt s a l l -t 1at the spirit world can g r <mt. A tomb locat ed wher e no star on 
n igh or dr e_gon bolO\-'! , no breath of nature or malit;;n coni'ig ur a tion of hillf~ 
con dist urb the peE.ce of the dead, must there f ore be l ucky c.nd vo rth g r eat 
effort to secure it. 
The principles of geomancy depend much on t wo supr;osed currents 
rt,'nn i ng through ..... he earth, lmovm as the dr ag on and the tiger ; a ;:;ro pi tious 
site has both of these , one on th e left, tho other on the right . A skillful 
oboerver ce_r1 detect Etnd desc1·ibe, u ith the he lp of the compass , the direction 
l , 2 , B h eac , H. P . , i;:.i ssions i n_ Chin~, p . 73 . 
of the water courses, the shapes of the male &.ncl femal e grou~1 d e.nd t heir 
l~roportions , the color of the soil and the permutation of . the elements. 
Evidences of the powe r of this system e.re seen every-.vhe re ; g r aves 
n ith their armche.ir ·conf i g ur ation in the s outh , crooked st r eets 1 bl ank neil.. ls 
and s cr eens to prevent spirits fl·o r<: ge i n ing im petus through re ctilinear 
J,wt ion , pagodc:~s and templ e s e r ected to improve i'eng- shui , ·che lo cat i on o f 
the bi g c i ties and of the mauso l ea of 19'1mde es , theories a bout the h eit;ht of 
ner; buildings, near older ones , hostility t o t Yo - story houses of fore i gners 
a nd spires of Chris·Li2n chv~·ches , a nd the prevalent dr e- ad of the teleg r aph , 
mi ne s , and rr:.il¥mys , a l l so fem·fully i n i mical to g ooct luck . ':l'he se &re but 
a few smaples f tom many . In a word , the univer st:l fec:r of bud l<'eng- shui i s 
expresfJed in the ir proverb "A r c:-al man woul d r a.iher di e than to have hi s eye-
b rows inverted 11 , that is, to l ose his luck . .And the key t o this most en-
'hralling system of superstition is h eld i n the i tching pal m of the crqf±y 
g Gome.n cer, usually of Buddhistic or Taoistic faith . 
6 . "Iorship of Deified. He roes 
Hon a.ge to deif ied heroes may pro perly be .regarded as bel on:.:; ing to 
the idolatry of Chi na , as all t h ese de i tie s are prominent men in Chi nese 
history and lleve been de ified by the express authority of thE: Emperors i n 
former ..L' vl.r:ms. i:(ost of -Lhese g ods are of comparatively r e cent orig i..n . The 
b irths of bv.t few de_te back fur the r than Stmg dynasty , whicL asswnes the 
government of the empire in 976 A. D. 'H1e title, or office , of a g od i s 
derived f rom the r eigning sovereign . The co nferring of the s e tit l e s sometimes 
originates i n the wi sh of the Empero r to hol d up as an exmnple one who has 
di stingui shed h i mself by his loy2.Hy or efficiency in civil or J~i ilitrcry ser vice; 
and somet:i:r1es it o rigir~.at es in ·the g r atitude of the peopl e to int ro duce t o the 
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:E.'mperor those who have won their hearts by favors and to purchase for them 
divine t i t les. ';Vhen a comrnm i ty ca nnot afford sufficient money to secure 
the publ ic ap pointment end r e co;;ni:tion of t he favorite idol, t h ey sorne·i:;imes 
erect their t empl e and enshrine their god v;ithout th i s reco ,~niti<in . <J.'he 
differ ent offices, or degrees , of the divin§ honor conf erred b ' the Eraperor 
are no less th~:m seven, exclusive of t he official t i tles of the l i vint:;, 
which a re somet i me s re·ta i n ed after death as divine titles by t hose \ !h o e.re 
deified . },; ost of t hose deified are person s wh o hs.ve lost t heir live s in 
service a nd are thus held up e.s examples f or i mitation. It i s a strik ing 
fact that, of all t he g ods , only the deities of the h i ghest class attain to 
the t i t l e of J.i, which belo ngs to t he "mperor, who seems to regard it a :;; an 
a ct of concl.e:scension to share t h is tit le with them and adds to hi s ·ovm tiile 
the character !'Tiwe .. ng", meaning greatest. 
? . . 'l'he Influence of Fortune- Tellers 
A groitp of blind iortt.me- tellers may be seen in every part of 
Ch ina led by an v:t-t.endant 8.nd gi ving notice of their approach by pl aying 
l i vely airs on a kind of guita r of three strings . They ga in, fro m oral in-
st r uction, a. superficia l knowledg e of the g ene ral principles and pra ctice . 
some of the most simpi!..e, methods prescribed :.n work s on fortune-tellin ·· . 
'l'hey are grea-t; gossips, becoming familia rly a cquainted by consul tat ions with 
the neighborhoods in which th ey carry on their busir:e s s a.n cl a re pa r t icularly 
skilled in eliciting facts by indirect question s a nd delivering their re-
sponses in amb i guous la.nguage. They mak e their disclo sures in a chanting t one, 
with a musical a ccompaniment on their .i nstrvrnent . Th e women are thei r most 
successful dupes . 
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In addition to this mode of fortLme-telling, a var iet of others 
c:_re used but regarded as of little irpportance. One method is carried on by 
means of birds , nh ich are trained "t.o sel ect strips of paper containing e. fetJ 
words of go od or evil import . Snakes and turtles are used much in the same 
way , the direction of t he ir heads indicating wh ich piece of paper i s to be 
selected. 
One clEss of men gain a livlihood by gratifying the curios ity of 
t ·hose who wi sh to know who and what they v1ere in the previous of . ' 6}\. l Sl:t -
en ce a nd ·what they are to beco!!le in a suc ceeding one. Thi s is d!H1J~ by m.eans 
of maps , or tables , of the three lives. 'l'he applicant is required to s·i;ate 
li is nmne a11d the time of his birth and, the l eading facts of his pr esent life 
being knorm, h ec is i nfo rmed what his nar,te, occupation and place of residence 
were in the rjast life and whe.t ·Ghey ctro to be come in the next. It seems to 
afford a kind of ~;atisfaction to persons WHO are miserable in t 11is life t o 
be told that they have been peroons of wealth and high position in a pr evious 
state , or eTe to be in a future one. 'l'his mode of revealing pe.st and future 
event s hes the advantage that i·ts ste.tements cannot be disproved . 
8. The Choosing of Lucky Days 
This is sometimes done by consulting the a l manac, i n whi ch the 
character of each day is Iaarked . In mor e i mportc.nt me:~t ers, a more pa.rticule.r 
exe.m;Lnation is .necessary; and 1:1. person wi shing to corr.r!ience any v10rk, or enter-
prise, under favorable a us pices ~ oes to the shop of e. professional day-cho oser. 
These shops are mu110rous rmd, in passinG through the street, the grave day-
prophet may be seen with pen in hand surroUL1ded by his numerov.s city and coun-
try custome rs. '1'he characters of days are determined by the stars which are 
supf osed to t:re side over them. Sometimes a day is Hilder the combined influence 
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of a pro ~perous sta r <'-- d an adve rse one. It is ne ces sc.ry , i n such cases, 
to determine vrhat ini' l uences pre dominate and to examin e the r el a tion of 
particular star s to particular ob jects and emJer prises . In commencint; 1.Ju.s i-
ness , opening a school , buil din;-:; a h ou s e , fixing a \'ledd ing day , or i n en-
g&g int; in anything of g reat i mpo;:· t an ce, the choosing of a lu~ky ciay i s r e-
g a rded. as a matter by no wcc-,ns to be neglected. If a school i s opened under 
£1l1 w1favorabl e sta r, it is bel i eved tha·i:, s ickness will prevail i n it, en-
dange ~~ing the l i ves of pupils and teacher . If a r:e rsmu tmder·~ake s a j ourney 
under a particular sta.r, he is i n dange r o f not being per mitted to r eturn 
horre ae;tdn . Irothing sti'i kes the attent ion of an observer eo I:.luch an lucky 
days as t he l arge number of bridal chairs, wi th their accompanying retinue 
a nd music, vrhich on these days may be seen passing in ever ' direction through 
the streets and t hro ugh the count r y . 
The fe.ct of a person ' s having been born on an unlucky ua i s re-
gar d. eC. as havi n::; an unfavo r able influence on his whole life and is taken int o 
account i n divina tion by the dif f erent met hods. A girl born 1.mder the star 
cleriominat ed i n th e cQllo quia ], the "Broom St ar 11 is looked upon with suspi cion 
and i t is gene r a lly SUl]posed ·[;hat. the f am ily which re ce ives her as a bride 
wi ll have their house s';rept clean of its luck. 
The above superstitions which appear among non- Chr istians are too 
frivolous and tmreasonable to engc.g e our atte:1tion and careful study. ':..hey 
a cquire their i m, erest and importan ce fro m the I' a ct t hat they a r e not curious 
ant ituities but present r ec,lities; they are not t heoretical speculations con-
fined to the fen but pr a ct ical beliefs of tmiversal preva.lence, swaying the 
mi nds of mill io ns a.nd present ing a most se rious obstacle to the recept i on of 
the truth . 1.hese beliefs s.re n icely adapted to the hopes and fears o f man ' s 
nature and are clung to with gr vat tenacity by ~c h os e whose reason ho. s been 
• 
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molded and ensleved by them. Fate ond e. thousand inferior deities force the 
mi1d to conceive of their universal soverei gnty and overrulin~ providence. 
Ol d systems of error and superstit ion are now crwnblinc; and f a llint; 
and even idolatry , whose reign has been so protracted ru1d so nearly universal, 
secrrs to be passing from the earth. 'J.'he 6hinese Christie.ns are awak i ng from 
a sleep o f generations, to respo,·nd .to the impulse of new ideas, to join in the 
march of modern civilization and to take responsibility in the present t i me ; 
on the other hand, the superstition of and the objection to the real t ruth v1ill 
still exist if Christ is not earnestly, urgently sought in the farnily. ':::he 
t ruths of relig ious education a re, of cotrrse, the irnport8l1t factors by vll ich . 
religi ous a.tti'tu.des may be established in the f amily. Vfit hout relig ious edu-
cation, t he family is not on solid rock but on· sand. 
B. 'l'raditions Hot Inconsistent \lith Christian Practices 
l. For ms of Worship 
Persons visiting the temples under· circvrostances of peculiar urg ency 
often worship along the way for the distance of half a mile or more , stopp.i:ng 
every few steps to make their prostrations. On ordinary occasions, worship 
consists simply in buriing candles and incense, making prottrations before 
gods and giving their contributions or offerings to the priests. 
The following is a description of some peculiarities of worship in 
China. The temples are ge11erally visited on par-i:;icular days appointed ty the 
priests and the g reat object of these vis it s is to obtain a bill for the pay --
ment of money in Hades . When the women apply to the priests for instruction 
and assis-Lance, they are answered much as follows: n·when you die your soul will 
pass into the land of spirits, ,·;here it remains age s or hundreds of years 
before it is . allowed to return to earth and :L11habit ar10ther body. In your 
• 
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journeying there, when you cross bridges you will have to pay toll; when you 
cross the ferry you J;Uust fee the ferryma11; if you wi sh good ac co:mnodat.:..ons 
::~nd atten·(;ions in the inns , you must be able to pay well for them. It '!ill 
be very clesireble also for you to fee the inferior officers of Hades so as ·~o 
bring your c<.:. se speedily before the courts for a djudication and to facilit~·t;e 
your release and advancement . I n a vwrd , money ansv1ers all t~1ings in the land 
l 
of spirits as well as in the pr esent world." 
When the death of a parent takes place, an annour1cement of death 
should be sent i n :1ediately t o the friends or relatives of the falnily and later 
a call sho uld be made offering sympathy to the l iving and bereavement gi~ts to 
tho de ceased. The latter wo uld probably consist of a scroll on v1hich is 
written the hi~h character, the pure motives, or the type of po s ition ''hich 
the deceased had held, or perhaps a gift of money . This presentation of g ifts 
is made by close friends and relatives . 'l'his cus·cmn is practically a t.miversc.J. 
one. 
Practi ces such as the burning of ca..11dles, incense, and offerings a re 
identical \'lith those in Christian homes , a ltlwugh their interpretation is far 
different from the.t of the Christians. The hlllrni11g :) of ~ caridles represent s 
hapr~iness ; the incense disinfects the home, while the off erinc helps i n a vari-
ety of ways . 'rhis motive is not entirely contredictory to Christianity if 
regarded in the right at"dtude . 
2 . Benevolent Organizations 
It may seem strang e to Occidental peoples that benevolent socie··ies 
a re to be found in China, yet it is a fact that they do exist in numbers. In 
comparing these i nstitutions with those in the Occident , one is struck wi th 
1 r· . -
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the similarity in their nature ~mel pur·pose. They have orphan asylu:ns, insti-
tutions for the r elief o:f 'Uidows, as vtell as for t he aged and i nf irm, pub l ic 
hos i tals , free schools and other kindred institutions more pecul i a rly Chinese 
in t heir character. I.:o1·al tre.cts a re r~l sv distributed to a t;ren.t extent. 
Orphan asyltuns a re found in al most eve r y city and frequently in 
couiltry villages. They E1r e established usually by some \'reathy incl.i vidual or 
by a group of individuals a.nd are sometimes supported by a peri!Janont fund or 
by the proceeds :from lends given for thnt rlurpose . t:ost of the chil dren 
brought to these.place s are infants whose parents are toq_. poor to supr,:.ort them. 
The 1aj ority of them are '-'irls. 'l'hey are put in cha r ge of f oot er motrers , who 
g en erally live i -- their ovm home, be ing required to bring the children to the 
asylum only t ~;ice a month for ins pe ction, at which tiJrie they receive ·"heir 
regular stipend. '7hen the ch i:L dren are about two ye~:.rs old t h ey are b:IDo ught 
·oack to the a sylUl!l and several a re IDUt tmder the care of one nurse. Children 
of both sexes are not infrequently adopted and treated by -t:h cir ben efa ctors 
as the ir 0 \:111. 
Societ ies for af l Ording pecw1iary aid to widows are common and ex-
ist ei th t; r independently or i n connection with societies embracing several 
distinct obj ectives conjointly . Inunediatel y after the death of her husba nd, 
E · ;:Jicl.ow receives a l arger stipend than a:t any subsequent time , in order to 
assist he r in providing for her young ch ildren . 'fl1i s allowan ce is gra dually 
diminished . The pecu~iar interest f .elt in this class of wo:nen is due to the 
vietFSo f the Chinese respecting the disreputableness of the second uarris.c; e 
of widows . 'l'l1is viewpoint is g radually ch£>.nging for money can hardly b~ 
r a ised to care for them and the u i dows are free to do as they pl ease , to 
mo.rry or not marry . 
• 
Free day schools t::.re fouttd almost everywhere and soJ.te of -the l arge 
cities conte.in severa l oi them . Bach one is usually inst ituted and s upported 
1Jy the benef icence of a rich individual or family. It is not conside red ex-
actly r e s pe ctable to attend -~hese charit y schools an d the pu:pils in t hem a re, 
fo r the most part , the chila ren of the poor, m o thus have the pr i vil ege of 
education . 
The most popula r benevolent institution i n China and the one having 
by far the l a r ge st incon e includes a variety of objectives. I t he.s a fLmd for 
provid ing coffins for the poo r, a fund for carrying coff ins, 1'/hich have been 
t }1rovm Cl'lrelessly as ide, to some sui table };lace for interrment, as well as one 
for collecti11g 8nd burying again hw,lan bones exposed to vier! . It has a lso a 
fund for the relief of' dest it ute vridows, one for gatherinG old printed paper, 
om for the suppression of im21.ora l to oks , as we:bl as various oth er i"ut1ds not 
mentioned above . 
It is a lso worthy of note t hat :.o st of ·che roads !:Uld fine · rclwd 
bridE_';es , a s well as the public buildings of Ghina, are constructed by voltm-
to.ry contributions. I n connection \'Jith these public -;/Orks, i t is ver' coi.l!non 
to see stone tablets e:eected containing th e munes of t he dono rs Emd t h e amo u . t 
of their subscriptions . 
3. Funeral Cu stoms 
'l,he fua erals of g rown pol' sons, and es pe cially of pa rents, are a s 
remarkable for burlensome c:erer tonies, extravac,ant manifeste,t i ons of grief c.nd 
l avish e;~pense cs a r e those of ch ildren for their coldnes s a nd ne;sl e ct. Wh on 
an i n dividual di e s -Ghe hous e is usually filled v1ith wailing and weeping. 
company of priests is engac; ed to chant pn:~.yer s for the departed s pirit, a 
service som ewha~G similar to t hat of the Christ ian service, v1ith a pastor of-
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ficiatin;; . Various service s and ceremoni e s are pe r fo rmed during several 
days i nmediatel y fo l l owi ng the death and on e ve ry s ub eequont s eventh day, 
closing with t ho seventh seven . 'I'hi s use of the number seven pre sents nl -
:;;ost -che only mar ked analogy between Chinese and Jewish , or Oc ci dental, u sag e . 
~Vh en the coffin is carried out for buri a l, usually by e i ght , six-
·i.;een , or t hirty- two coolies , some·u i r.ws on a catafe.l crue, men and \70i:len follow 
in the pro c ess ion clothed in coarse •:/f1ite garment s. IJ.'his custom of wearin;:s 
v;hi te for nwurning is i n direct cont i' ctst to that of the Occidantal cv.s-Lo::- oi' 
using bl E~ck . A funer e.l proce s sion cnn be a ::; r and affa ir, r equi rine:; an hour 
or t v10 to pass a g i ven spot . The shrill clarionets pipe fo rth their di r :;e 
but it requires a tn,_i ned oe.r to :; no ';; -· h e d. i " fc r en ce bet ueen ·i;l , i n e:.ncl. -~.he joy-
o us not e s of ·Lhe r:ia rric.ge strc.. ins. 'l\Jo enorH1o us E1ournin2_; l a n to.:. i.·ns l 0uc[ the 
veriably ;:_ .e1.rt of the }.;recession . ; ·.any otl·1er pr.:;.cti ces, of o.7hi cl"1 I t!L.ny c_r e 
il(J·.: ~.Yl consi s-cen-t ni·~h Christian pr c:,ctic c s, A:J.y bo ob;.;erved, such a s -~ he use 
of fi r c·.-;orks , fi re cre.ckers and ;,-;reaths , c..l l inte~ d eu to puy llOi.lor ·iJo par ent::; . 
The i!, a·c ·i:;er of pe.yinr; r e s pect to lJ[crents is of o~;:t r c:,; e irii. lJOrt c.c!1Ce end ·~ho u c;;nory 
oi" l~ETent s i s ;·wld as sa croc. <c~ s tlw ·c;-wu.:::;ht 01 hecv0n i ·us elf . ..evc r· en ce f or 
i.:;c-,rent s i s i nstill ed :Lnto every Cl lines e ch ild. 
4 . Gerehlonial Obscrvc..n ces of Confucius 
T.:c code of cei.·emonic:_l observu1cos lai d. doo..m by Uo;:1fucins l1as uu der-
;;one CO:t s ideraiJl e e l aboration . Confucius is t he sc-.::;e oi' C 1ina ; -~ he precop·l; s 
l e E;;:pollildeu ue re colili:it t cd to pc..per by l1is di sci};lc; s and a r e t oday the t.n-
t ire ;·.:on :: l ·lcGcl-:..ing end. -i; r aini ns inculco.ted in -;;~le yo 1.ct h o f Chil1.a by all he r 
schools -l;'u·ouc:_;hou-c -che cotmt ry. Con fuciEs -~ a Ui_)lt f ilial pie t y, submission to 
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'..:'::1ese E.re al l ft.m c.o.Mental l0. ctors in ·i;hc humc.n life. 'l.'llo rw e.r0 C!1ris·GiFJ1 
ents because ·i, ll e y have C£l.red for, fed, housed and ecluca·ced us. 'l'i"1e clebt •:Je 
owe -Go tllew. cannot be u ad G up . 'l'o reve r e ce )aro:ats is tllcroi'ore, -to -G!1 e 
c:1i l cl , " lew or co::1w:mdr.ent, .i;1icl1 i s to be strictly observed. 
l~ iet:/7 Confuciu.s scid: " .71.lile :.:. li:!v.n ' s fc:rLhc r is e.live, lo ok at the bent of 
~L~.s ·.vil l ; ·.rhen h is :fa:d1cr is deud , look a t his conduct . Ii' for thr ee yoEcrs 
he doos not cle pm·t frow the w :ty of ld.s fa·~her , he l!!1\ '/ be called f ilia.l ... 1 
'-0rci11 , he st:.id, " ';/}l ile parents m·e alive. th e son uay noi GO abroE~cl i:. o ;:, dis-
2 If he does go ~:•.oroad , he mus·i; have a fixed pl a ce t o n~ :id1 h e ;;o~s."" 
O<w of the C. iscipl e s of Confucius c..sl~ed wha'L filial ;__,iety wE.s . l l 0 ·t;Lcm re--
plied, "It j_s not being diso bedient" . 3 l.11o···. he1" di~ciple, 'i'sz-yui, then ;;, sked 
·,:hEd; filiul pioty nr:, s. His Ensnor \Yt i.S: " 'l'l1e f ilial pi ety of YlOVi- t:c- O:ny s :·.,e r .l'ls 
the sup~ ·ort of one ' s }Jctrents. Eut clot;s ancl ~wrses liker;iso a r e e.ble ·co do 
smnothing in ·che rre.y of support . ·.ntLou-L revon ence, orha ·~ is the :c e to clic·c in·-
cuisl1 ihe su ppo 1··c of one from the other: " c1 111ose beaut iful e~cpressions ._; iven 
by Confuc ius a re deeply interesting con cerning the Chinese mind . 
}·l".irud'' Teqtcire the care of ·i;lleir ch ilclren durint; illness r:.nd a·~ death . 
c:. I)e.r ent is ill, often o. son or dc.uc:;hte r will cut e. pi e ce of flesh from l!is 
or l1e r o·.-m body , :;enerall y f rom tl1e ana or thi g h, with w·h i ch £c b roth is T!ll:d e 
fo r -~he ailing fa:cher or mother. '.1.'he Chine se l a ud s uch Et cleed t o t h o skie s 
as an e;~emY:Jlary ac·l, of fil i a l piety . '='His custom is novi scarcely ever pr u c-
·Liced because in times ol' i llness t h e r.are1ri;s are sent ·i;o u. h ospit a l or a doc--
tor is called il1'~o the home . In cpi te of -~heir i gnorc.n c e , t lwir respect fo 1· 
1 " . 
' .-::; ' ,ill}in~.s ~_fo ur Bo2ks, 
3 ' '~ 'Chinese ?our Book s, 
j.Jl-. 6 , 3~ . 
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po rents de serves aclrnira-tion, " :t' or Go cl cor:"!I'Jancled saying, honor thj fe.-~her and 
T~l e subu ission -t:. o r:.u·i:.ho r i -ty w!~ich origina-ted in Gonfucius ' t eac.ilint; 
prevr._ ~_ls in Chi;·u". . J esus sr;.icl, '"l'hou shalt find t~. r,iece of tlOilOy: -., ~ J. t~-~ -~ <:J-~0 
end ~ ivo unto t hc::J for me an( t l!ee". fl.(:;t . in, fav.l so.icJ., "Le·c every sov.l be 
s ubj oct u.nto the l·d.,):'ler po':;ers. - For ·l;}w1· e is no po·,·,·er but of God; "tllo pouc;r s 
the~ be P.re ord<...1.ined of' God. '' Jesus e.nd Paul n ero tm C. el· -&~~c ltomr.-.n j.X)if or &t 
t2:is >cr i od and uer e subje ct tu it, o-Lho r n ise t llC t;o spe;l coulci. aot 1lo.vo teen 
preached to tho i omans . f:i o i-L riel S ·ch o sLue '.':i·d·l Confucius, ·;]:w cla i ,ed sub-
n ission to antho ri"Ly . 
Ii.1 r egar d to a. Iil t ;.J_; is t rcte, l1c is a.11 t:tbsolute a.utocrc-Lt ir1 his 0 \711 
district f.:nd llol<.ts ,, posi·cion whi ch is in no ·.Jc.y analogous ·t; o that in •:j ccidct.i -
tal cot.uri:.rios . I n t he ! c;Jaj_ly , hov1ever, i;he individtcnl is i 11 com~~lete sub-
j oct i on to ·i:;l1G family, o1· r cther -c h e H1Gi..lbers of the i'<:mi.ly a r 0 in·Lcrc:. er::enciont . 
Th e stc cesses t ' l1 d r evGrso::; of ecch n1ember a ffe ct tho wJ,ole f'c.n~ ly . '_;_'he llGC:(i 
::w.11 of tllo i'aw.i ly or of E~ villc.:;;e i::.; held po r som-..l ly responsibl e f or c·. i ol)bery 
or e.n tmlcxrful occur r ence in l1 is :auighllorhood. 'l'he cr iEte, Ol' 6. e "al ca-~ion , 
of an inuiviclue.l imyJlico."'ces his \'flwle f G~>!ily . 
first ster- is "'co o.lTost the 0hole f cm ily . If i -G is E~ qut;s-~ion of Itioney, the 
fr:mily lies to meet the l o ss . 'l'hc head.Jnru1 cl'::.oulci. , -~i1erefore, oo obeyed in 
ever r espe c-t. ~:·he authority oi' t he £',t;; ed is re s e c"'cod in Chi:i1E; . 
5 . Fe sii va l Dccys 
The observc.nce of the festiva l days, such as -~he li 'ifth D[:.y of t h e 
li'i fth I:onth, J.iestiva l of Tombs, Inde penden ce Day , 'l'hanksgiving Day , Hew Year's 
Day , are kept ·,1ithout exc e pt ion. ':!'here Htust be .._,_ hii')1 i deal and motive f or 
ea ch festival day . Fo r instance, the ::!i fth De.y of the Fift h I.:onth is observed 
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because of the excellent meri-t, or work, of Ch u Yuen in t he third cent ury ,B . C. 
He WE. s a good off i c er of sta inless charact er, st anding high among those cor-
rupt one s who slruiclered him before the Empe r or because of his moral achieve-
ments . He pre s ent ed h is cas e t o. the Emperor but his word was noi accept ed 
an d he tms finally ci. ismi s sed·. He then d ecl a red the.t t hough "veryon e become 
. "' drunkar d but h i mself he \!Ould still r emain a man of moU.e st 1::1. nd soberness . 
Fi nal l y h e t hrerr himself i n t o the Fiver ~:md perish~d. 'l'he day of Li s death 
is coDI!lemore.ted e s "D~-agon-Poat Day ", because a dr agon was pain·ced on th ~o 
~-~o ~ts whicL n~.n up anC. down the river . Upon t his fe stivrcl day the o ccupnr1ts 
of the dr agon boc::.ts r a ce up c.nd down t h e river while the crowds a l ong the 
s hore ch eer t:md reria r d the vic·0orious cr·ews. 'J.'he SO Ull cl of clrwils anc.l gong s 
nr o to be hear d co;u jJ1g from t.he boa ts. 'Lhe n oble character of Chu Yuen is 
thus to be r omenbered . 
'l'he Festiva l of J:·omll s comes usuc.lly in P.1,ril. im cos-Gr&l .c:;n~v es 
ar c put in. order by the fcunily, wh o go t1dther on pil;; r :iJna~:;;e s to o ffe r f oo d , 
money rnd Jlape r L1e_ges of servents to the sh ades of i h e deceased . The Cl1 inese 
C~1ri st i,. n s, hor,·eve r , ins ""'.; ot:,d of f oll ovii .. ng these supe1·stitious customs , visit 
the fm cestra l 8 r rrves for t he pur pose of pl a c i ng flo·c:ers or ~:ir eaths ur,:on tlleLJ . 
'l.'he Fifteenth D&y of t he Ei ::;hth l.:on-Lh is s Lcred ·co ·i;he r.1oon , '-.ncl on 
t hat n i z;ht El l China. i s a bl &.ze v;i th eve1· y couc ei vable vru·iety of lnniBrn, 
moon-- co.ke s are Gxcha1g ed betn e en f~:!IU il ies , Ln d eve r ywhere there tcr e fi rocn:. cl~ers 
nnci. c&nclle s g<:l o ro . Al t houg h the r.10 on is no·~ \'iO l' Shi~ol~ed ·JJy Ch~·is-;,inn s , :never -
the l e ss th ey , -;.:; oo, observe the cust om of eat ir1g and e;:chant;ing the inoon-ce.kes . 
:.J oy; Year' s Day :i.:J ·t;h o Lmive1·s;:d birtLd§ty, Vihm1 ever yone l.lJ.Ic,s E yeo..r 
·co h i s c.~ e . I n pr elX.J. r~~t ion f or it ac c:o w-:~,_,s have be en st1uared , houses cleaned, 
ne,:r clothes lJcught for t he occro.sion eml doors are adorned "i ith mo·Ltoes of 
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chairs or 8 Ut 0l::obilos i_i O throug~ ; the ::ri.. r e ets carrying well- c;_ress ed men int wrl; 
upon t o rsl1ip Jing the Y.oa r 11 c crel!wn i ous1y . e.nd f or once t 'w sovnds of -Ln.<.de D.i1d 
b usiness a re entirel y hush ed . 
It is t h us to be obs erve ti t h c... ·l; the nwst IJror~incJ:ri; i'es·civc.:l clr; ys 
£ re r cc; lly not i n consistent Yritl1 Christ ian pn <ct ice s . ·::hu:~ ever ·cLe Christ i cu1 
doc s is b~. s ed upon , or in conformity ·irith the principles l aid liovm by c; n~ J. st . 
'1!1Gir mu.1m er of obscrveJ1ce t h us becone s a ne~tter of inquiry f or n on- Ghrint ians . 
I t c::: .. lJ. s i nto e;cistence << syD: ' athy bctue Gn Chr iGtinns c.ud non- Chris i t ians, 
·C!l1ile the old cus"LOJ:is a rc beinc; abolished or c; r r:.cl ual ly bein;::; r c lJl c ccd 1J ' ne~r or 
s in1il c-~r onos , i n \illich t h e ~'ract ic os oi' Cl:T istic.n pr i nciple s m: e .c'a i nt r=.incd . 
It •.'iill revolutionize the Chinese system of cus·coms . Such f2. revolut i on r ,: ~ht 
indeed t 2kc vlac e without ref erence to ChristieJ1ity . '.i'lle [tor :. J. for cos w,, ich 
ha ve me d e Cl:dna ·,.rlw.-t; it :~ s ar e n ot ·co a lc-r;:; e e:~~tcnt inc: r-t . '.i.'i l t.>rG qre in t he 
Cni n ese f a ui1;, u:my questions Fnd ma:ny problems but t he on e ~_; r0cG c;_w:; s -L ion, 
·i;h c sole-co .1 preh ending problem, is h ow t o set r elibious od u(;ation a ·c \Iork U}Jon 
-c; ,o se p r a ctices wllicl1 a l one can and will solve thc lJ: al l in t ime . ; ,olit; io us 
oaucation ·aill JWt Lml' e the mi s-t eJce so oi'ten re :t:e c. tcd , ti l c-~t of s e eking for 
fruits \·Ihere -there have been no roo t s. It s ·corts f ro n a fb~ed environr::ent. 
It is rel i~ious ec\u cation thtd a wak ens c.nc. devel ops OE.ch !!!enter of t h e Cll ine;;;e 
f c::.r.'l i l y . It •.7ill create an i nt ellec·l;ual a tBos pllt.; re as v1ell a s a s pirit uul one 
i n t h e h ome, caus ing the ch ill ren to feel that t heir proGress e.t :::c ~;ool or in 
cl'l urc11 is intj_ .: c-~ tely n :le:ced to L1struc-G ion e:~ h m,le, 8.n c1. i s o f pe. rsons.l in~.:.e r'= 
est t o tlle pa r ent s an d to the fmni=!-y e.s a ubole . It is ed uca t i onal i n func-
t i0!1 en d re ligio us in character, so t lt c-•. -b it is essen·i;ia.lly a n in st i tution for 
r elig ious cducc-,tion . r~el ic; ious e L! uc c:>~ :;_o n is not en occa s i on a l i Ecident in its 
life; it is t h e very aim &nd t h e clomimd:. ing pur po se of a h i e:;l - i,li nti.ed f Bmily . 
';he v c:·.lue of such ~:, s t :cEmlus , norr to·~ ally l ccck inr; in i OSt Chine se i101.1os , is 
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beyond oalculation. 'l'o remould ·i:;h o Chin use horue or t o reforn~ tho custoL1S of 
the f u.!iily , f irst of all requires reliGi ous c duc c:.-~ i on, -- th e ·c 2 s l; of t. r ;;;. in-
ing persons to live t he r el ig io us lif c El1 cl io do the ir ·:;ork in ·(;J;e <,JOrld as 
rel i ;;,i ons persons. I t must lll ean t he ci evelo p1.uent o:i' char ucter; ]_t evcm"tuates 
i n right conduct m1d a co nsistent , eohoren-G lii' e fo r every - ~ ember of the 
• 
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T H E C H I N E S E F A M I L Y ( CONTINUED) 
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A. The Place of Women and Children in a Chinese Home 
1. Inferior Position of 1.Vomen 
a. Not Equal With Men 
It has been said that the statue of the women is a very good cri-
'terion of a country's civilization. There are few countries in the world where 
women hold a more lowly position or are treated vli.th less respect than in China, 
yet China was a civilized country centuries ago, enjoying precisely the civi-
lization she has today. 
Women in China are a nonentity. They have always suffered because of 
the teaching of Confucius that man is the reproduction of heaven and is therefore 
supreme in all things. Because of this false teaching, woman can determine no-
thing for herself and is subject to three obediences,-- to her father \vhen she 
is a daUihter at home, to her husband when she is married, and to her son after 
the death of her husband·. 
In the Chinese scheme of things, the universe is divided between Yang 
and Ying; the former is man, the latter woman; the former is good, the latter 
evil. In the combination of the Chinese character for woman, three women 
stand together, implying "intrigue". Thus woman is an inferior being, a 
necessary evil to be kept in her place. The ancient Book of Changes, regarded 
as holy by the Chinese, teaches that the original principle out of which heaven 
and earth evoived was a united male and female principle but that the two sepa-
rated, the male becoming the heavenly principle and the female the earthly pr~ 
ciple. The female is represented by darkness, the male by light; the female .by 
weakness, the male by strength; the female by ignorance, the male by wisdom. 
The Chinese mind very cl.early distinguishes between the two. "The great philos-
• 
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opher and sage of the Orient said that women are as different from men as earth 
is from heaven, and again he said that women are, indeed, human beings but that 
they are of a lner state than men and can hardly attain a full equality with 
man. Therefore, the female is to be kept in submission, receiving no culture 
and no development of the mind. He also said that it is a law of nature that 
women should be kept tmder the control of men and not allowed any will of their 
own. "
1 The birth of a daughter is no signal for rejoicing; she is frankly not 
wanted and is denied the privilege of education. When the death of her husband 
occurs, the \Vife wails and weeps, exclaiming "Oh heaven, oh heaven!" to shoVT 
that she cannot live without him. She is supposed to be absolutely dependent 
upon father, husband, or son. 
b. Marriage Controlled by Parents 
Marriage by proxy is in vogue in China. It is arranged by parents 
or grandparents of the bridegroom and bride through the agency of a go-between. 
In taking a wife it is impossible to proceed \vithout the aid of a go-between. 
Bethrothal is considered binding and often takes place at a very early age. In 
some cases the future daughter-in-law is brought as an infant into her husband's 
family and grows up as a member of it. This custom is not of high repute, 
however, and is particularly objectionable because, in one district at least, 
the future husband and wife often establish marria&e relations without any 
formal ceremony of marriage. Often the chief purpose of the betrothal is that 
the friendship of the two families may continue permanently. This betrothal is 
made without consulting the daughter's wishes. The son as well as the daughter 
is under the same subjection. However, family affection usually leads the 
parents to plan a marriage that they think will be, on the whole, for the 
best intfrest of the family. 
Bashford J,W., China: An Interpretation, p. 128. 
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Marriage is forbidden to all persons having the same surname. even 
though they should belong to widely separated sections of the country. In 
practice consideration is, of course, given to equality of social status--
"eight ounces is a match for half a pound"-- and the horoscope of the persons 
is often taken into consideration.- The bride brin8s her trousseau b~ the 
husband's family have to pay a dowry for her, although among the wealthy this 
is somewhat of a for.mality. Marriage arranged for in this manner is not one 
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of affection and in many cases, at least in the humbler ranks of life, is as 
much to provide a help for the mother-in-law as a wife for a son. To bear a 
daughter is considered a loss because of the trousseau. The daughters are 
frequently called "smuggle salt" and are, comparatively speaking, unable to hold 
an eminent or high position. All affairs concerning marriage are under the 
control of parents, or of uncles, in case of the death of the parents. 
c. Subjection to Husbands 
No attempt is made to fit a girl to be the companion to and intel-
lectual equal of her husband. Such an idea is entirely foreign to the Chinese 
conception of marriage. The wife is completely subj•cted to her husband. Di-
vorce is allowed the husband for seven reasons and anyone desiring to iet rid 
of his wife can easily find le&al irounds for action. The seven legal reasons 
for divorce are unfilial conduct toward the parents of her husband, lascivious-
ness, jealousy, loquacity, thieving, leprosy, and barrenness. 
Filial piety is so highly esteemed in China that children seldom 
disobey their parents and thus this is rarely a cause for divorce. There is 
a high standard of morality among respectable and well-to-do families in China, 
so that the second reason for divorce is not likely to be the ground for a 
separation. Jealousy is very common everywhere in China, as elsewhere. In 
reiard to this and to talkativeness, the Chinese husband apparently thinks that 
• 
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"what cannot be cured must be endured." Thieviai is not worthy of mention amo~ 
respectable people as a reason for divorce. Leprosy is a more serious matter. 
The go-between is supposed to see that the bride-elect is healthy. Although 
there are many lepers in China, the percentage in proportion to the population 
is not very great, so that the possibility of its occurring is small. Barrenness 
is, to the Chinese mind, very important. Menicus said that "there are three 
things concerning filial piety but no posterity is the greatest crime of the 
family." In this case, the husband may either divorce his wife or take concubines. 
Divorce in Chine is qui-te one-sided. No wife could think of divorcini 
her husband, who is usually considered a king who can do no wrong. Public opin-
ion will always be on his side. The wife is a chattel to her husband without 
exception. He can flos her or do anything to her within reason. Hers is a life 
wholly destitute of great impersonal interests, resulting not only in mental 
and moral emptiness but absolute subjection to the husband. Theoretically, di-
vorce is the simplest of matters; in practice, it seldom takes place. It is 
much simpler and more dignified to ignor a recalcitrant wife and to allow a 
concubine to take her place. A divorce, moreover, involves inter-family 
adjustments, as the woman's relatives can prove extremely troublesome and the 
attempt might even lead to litigation with all its attending horrors. The 
woman's position in the family is thus a lowly one. 
d. Subjection to Parents-In-Law 
The wife is not only subject to her husband but also to her parents-
in-law. If the father-in-law passes away then she should consult her mother-
in-law about everything. She is not free in spite of her beins a wife. As a 
rule, the parents-in-law go to bed very late, with no definite time for retire-
ment. It is the duty of the daughter-in-law to wait upon them and never to go 
• 
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to bed before they retire. To be a daughter-in-law requires patience and hard 
\'IOrk, without whicil she is considered to be Wlfilial. Before do~ a.nythin~ 
;,:;hatever, she must consult them regarding H. .liurthermore, she must arise ear-
lier than any member of the family to do the sweeping, cooking and any other 
necessary domestic duties. Although she toils in this respect, she can have no 
private property, no personal, domestic animals, or any articles for her own 
personal use. 
The .;ife is the head or the house only when there is no mother-in-law 
·iio superintend the domestic work. If there is a mother-in-law, then she rules 
end often with a rod of iron. A cruel, tyrannical, and hardhearted woman can 
make the life of a daughter-in-law and subsidiary wives and slave-girls a per-
fect misery. The poor little wife has a hard strt~gle, indeed, for the wife is 
supposed to bear everything with patience and submission and to wait hand and 
foot on the mother-in-law. · 1iVhile in the West the mother-in-law is often a much-
maligned person and the butt of many a joke, in China the mother-in-law is re-
garded in the highest respect, which amounts to almost worship. 
The feelings of this august persona.&e toward the daughter-in-law 
may be judged, as well as the feelings of her poor inferiors to'ii'e.rd her, from 
this Chinese expression: "there is no such thing as a mother not loving her 
daughter; nor is there such a thing as a mother-in-law not hating her daughter-
in-law." Everyone loves his or her ovm and hates others as well. The mother-
in-law is the head of the family, at least as far as the domestic arrangements 
are concerned, so the daughter-in-law is, in most cases, virtually a leave to 
the mother-in-law and her servitude is a long and bitter one unless the mother-
in-law is disposed to be kind-hee.rted. 
e. Foot-Binding 
It is a pitiful sight to see girls whose feet have been boWld in their 
childhood. They have been given a normal body but custom has compelled them to 
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cramp their feet into an unnatural form. There is not sufficiently trustworthy 
evidence to trace the custom of foot-binding from its earliest beginning. It 
originated, in all probability, with one of the concubines of the last prince of 
the late Tang Dynasty, 934 A.D.1 The name "golden lilies" was given those womea 
who had bound their feet. The custom forcibly illustra.tes some of the innate 
traits of the Chinese character, especially the readiness to endure great and 
prolonged suffering in order to atte.in to a standard even if it is merely for the 
sake of appearances. There is no other non-religious custom peculia.r to the 
Chinese which is so utterly opposed to the natural instincts of mankind and yet 
which is at the sarue time so dear to the Chinese, and which would be given up 
with grea.t reluctance. The result is always a deformity of the foot, sometimes 
to the crushing of the bones in the process, and the woman is usually crippled 
for life. She is inferior because of her small feet,. being a physical hindrance, 
and so is not worth as much as a man in the same posit i on. 
The reason for foot-binding was merely for the sake of appearances but 
since a girl's chief duty is a domestic one and they are not permitted to go far 
beyond the limits of the circle of the home, appearances are not so important an 
issue. Gradually foot-binding beceme the social custom which the people adopted. 
The widespread custom of foot-binding is somewhat similar to thet of the binding 
of th6 body with corsets in Western lands, which has been sanctioned by lon~ prac-
tice and has been an obstacle to perfect physical development. 
The custom of binding women's feet is supposed to have been done away 
with by educators and religious leaders but the customs of many centuries stand-
ing are not so readily eliminated. Men have refused to wed a woman whose feet 
are of natural size. Mothers who are indifferent in every other respect rela-
tive to their daughters, pursue extreme diligence in bandaging and they guard 
against every attempt which the child may make to be relieved from the painful 
1Bashford, J.W. China: An Interpretation, p. 130 
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process. Somehow the vast importance of foot-binding is ~pressed upon the 
child and as a result the martyrdom necessary for attaining it is cherefully 
endured. The common Chinese saying "For every pair of bound feet there has 
been a whole tubful of tears" reveals the heroic attitude of the girls toward 
this cruel custom, which is practiced in no other lend except China. 
2. Industrial Position of Women 
Some Chinese homes are in good order, some are not with regard to 
cleanliness. The philosopher Chu Hsi said, "It is necessary to arise at dawn 
to manage the home in every possible way.• Some women are on the contrary. 
This fact is due in part to the women having had no training· along this line 
and they lek knowledge of how to keep their homes neat, and in part to the 
handicap of a small income, which leaves them with little incentive to manage 
their hontes in a satisfactory manner. Although the floors are frequently swept 
with a coarse broom, the accumulated trash may be deposited for an indefinite 
time in the dustpan behind the door. The yard, too, becomes fairly choked with 
the accumulated rubbish of weeks and even months. This is not, however, true of 
all homes. 
a. Home Work of Chinese Women 
In the common ranks of life, where it is the woman's function to 
"boil rice," as well as to "bear children," it is important that she be a cap-
able housewife. Theoretically, she is the keeper of the home. Her husband 
refers to her as "the person within," with the addition of various deprecatory 
epithets. 
Cooking is always only a woman's duty. Plain boiled rice, stewed 
vegeta.bles, meat, fish, and sometimes chi.cken satisfy their family wants. If 
the food materials have not been properly prepared or have been cooked scarcely 
enough to render them free from germs, no knowledge of the laws of sanitation 
and health mars the enjoyment of them. In some parts of China some women do 
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most excellent cooking, their food being most delicious, and everything in 
their homes is in f irst-class order. 
Sewing is always a part of the duties in the home, as well as embroid-
ery work. Long trousers, skirts, and tunics all require cutting and sewing. The 
wife also makes the stockings and heavy cloth shoes f or herself and her family, 
although the family can sometimes afford to buy them. 
Almost every family does its own laundry and the wife is usually the 
laundress. She takes the laundry to the canal, the pond, or to the river. No 
flatiron is used except by up-to-date persons. Among the wealthy, the slave-
girls, or maid-servants, are the laundresses. 
The wife devotee much of her time and attention to the care of her 
children. She begrudges her baby no amount of time or strength, and too often 
literally "loves him to death" keeping him in her arms as long as she likes, 
whether he is awake or asleep. The appallin{l; infant mortality in China is due 
most of all to the mother's ignorance of the simple rules of health. The 
average mother has no knowledge of the use of milk in feeding babies and she 
offers the tiny child of a few months anything and everything that its parents 
are eating. 
"China is no exception to the general rule that practically all the 
women in the families of meager incomes add no inconsiderable amount to their 
husbands' earnings by some form of iudustry which can be carried on in their own 
homes. At certain seasons of the year the women help to increase the family in-
come by working in the tea fields, picking the tea leaves and preparing them for 
market. All the forms of sericulture, too, are carried on by Chinese women,such 
as the raising of the silk worm, spinning the raw silk into thread and weavin& 
the thread into the finished product. The spinning e.nd weaving of cotton is 
another profitable industry, to which many women give long hours."1 In some 
1Smith, Arthur H., Village Life in China, p. 270 
districts families keep slave girls s:imply i or cotton spinning._ 'lhe w·omen 
often spend hours joining together bits of fur left over f1~m the larger 
pieces used in lining expensive garments. 
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Many straw products -can be made in the home between the time taken in 
cooking of meals and the feeding of babies, and the baskets, matting, straw 
sandals, fans, and children's toys, which are so widely used in China, are often 
the work of women's fingers. Many Chinese women not only make the cloth shoes 
and stockings for their own fami lies but also make them for sale. Some women 
help to support the fami ly while others are idle and inefficient members of the 
family. The women who are industrious and who help support the family are 
always admired even though they are not educated. 
b. Field Work of Chinese Women 
In the country districts many Chinese women help in the fields and 
often show greater skill in agriculture than in house work. Such can be seen 
everywhere in the fields of the little landscape garden patches, called the 
farm, sharing alike in toil with her husband, wading deep in the water to res-
cue the submerged crop, later hulling and threshing the rice. In times of 
drought she may be seen treading the irrigation ditches with feet all brown, 
burned and blistered because they had become sore and owollen from having 
waded in the flooded fields during the rainy season. 
Even wo11en crippled by bound feet are sometimes seen in out-door · 
work in China. 'l'he small-footed woman may be seen pulling heavy boats aloni 
the tow-paths, or leaning on their hoes to rest their tired feet while working 
in the fields of cotton. The writer once made a visit to Hochow, of Anhuei 
Province, and saw women drawing the wheelbarrows. Another time in Yangchow, of 
Kiangsu Province, he saw women driving donkeys. It was a great surprise to him 
because he has never before seen such customs. "The saying rune, 'Customs vary 
every ten li', which seems, at times, to be a literal truth.1 
1
smith, Arthur H., Village Life in China, p. 2'i0 
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The women of the poorer class are genbrally engaged in coolie 
service. Women carry incredible loads of wood, coal, and .other supplies, up 
the steep roads vrhich lead to the villas and other places. Boat women are 
often seen in some parts of China. Such tasks are perfor.med by vomen with un-
bound, as well as bound feet. Some ·:iomen with m!ilued ilet do hard physical 
labor that would seem to be an impossibility for them. Where poverty is 1nost 
bitter there is no distinction between man's work and woman's. Some of the 
women of the laboring classes leave their homes at sunrise and work until sun-
set at any work which it is possible for them to procure. 
Chinese women and girls spend their days within factory walls in 
many parts of China. There is the greatest possible diversity in the size of 
factories, the type of work, the conditions and hours of labor, the wages, and 
any generalizations would be almost certain to misrepresent the facts. The best 
one can do is to cite a few examples of the work Chinese women are doing in 
factories, and let these facts suggest the problems and needs vThich are in China. 
Weaving establishments are found in large numbers in some parts of 
China. TI1ese establishments are run seven days a week, with. only a very few 
yearly holidays, and v1ages are paid on the basis of the amount of work done and 
the degree of skill shown. Most of the women employees receive their food and 
a few dimes a month, although some experts earn two dollars a month in addition 
to their food. 
Some Chinese girls work in the egg-preserving factory. Those who 
break and examine about three thousand eggs a day are paid five dollars a month. 
However, the chief industries are the making of silk. cotton, and paper. Many 
of the mills are very large, some of them employing as many as two thousand 
workers. They are equipped with thoroughly modern machinery, and are often 
well-lighted and well-heated, but the hours are cruelly long. Vany factories 
run day and night throughout the year. The writer visited a factory in Wusih 
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four years ago where the factories are especially noted. It is heart-breaking 
to find that women and children work in long t welve-hour shifts, seven days in 
the week every \'leek of the year. With such a murderous factory system as this, 
death brings a welcome relief to the toilers. 
The severe labor entailed upon Chinese women in the drudgery of caring 
for large families, the nursing of so many children, the assisting in gathering · 
the crops, besides otm r outside toils, cause them to become lo'!/ spirited •• 
The writer, while stationed at Siao Tang Yang, of Anhuei Province, saw a 
woman working in the field after dark by the light of the moon, in the month 
of July. She suddenly screamed, saying that she was bitten by a viper. It 
was pitiful to hear that she died within two days. And this was the result 
of the field work that cursed her life. 
3. The Attitude Towards Children 
a. Slight Regard for Girls 
China is the land of children. No Malthusian law deters the multi-
plication of the Chinese race. All boys are heartily welcomed on their arrival 
into this world and none are disposed of unless there be some defect which 
makes their presence undesirable. With girls it is a different matter. Their 
first ~ppearance in the world is very likely to be unwelcome and thereafter 
they are not to be mentioned in t he enumeration of one's children even though 
the poetical name of 11a thousand pieces of gold 11 be given to them. However, 
a metaphorical shower of gold of this nature is not desired. From her infancy 
she is a burden because she cannot perpetuate ancestral worship nor be a per-
manent member of her own family. She makes an extra mouth to feed and for all 
these reasons she is sometllnes drowned in a cesspool or thrown away. It is a 
curse to China that no care is taken of girls, even though most Chinese parents 
would uish their children all to be boys. One may kill a girl even though she 
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might become a queen but no one kills a boy even though he may become only a 
beggar. In some sections in China, "the crime of ietting rid of children is 
terribly prevalent, in others, it is caused by adverse circumstances, bein~ 
the inevitable result of bad harvests or of famine or flood. It ceases in 
such places, to a great extent, when the cause has disappeared. Such dis-
asters cause a brisk market for children. Even boys are sold at such times, 
though it is mostly the girls who are eagerly snatched up, in some cases for 
slaves, but very often to be brought up in a life of vice."1 The girl is not 
so much valued as the boy and with the advent of poverty she has been the first 
to be sold into slavery. This is strictly prohibited since the establishment 
of the Republic of China. 
b. Welcoming the Birth of Boys 
The early years of a Chinese boy are years of supreme happiness. He 
is welcomed to the household with delight. His mother is the literal slave of 
her children. If they cry, they must be coddled, most probably be carried at 
whatever expense, if it is possible to prevent such a terrible state of thin~s. 
At any rate parents love boys more than they love girls. When parents are es-
pecially fearful lest an only boy should be made away with by malicious spirits, 
they often call him by a girl's name in order to deceive the powers of evil and 
thus beat them at their own game. Another plan, with the same end in view, is 
a nominal adoption into another family where the children spend at least a por-
• 
tion of their time so that the spirits may be thus hopelessly perplexed as to 
which family really o1ms the child. Such names as "slave girl", "old woman", 
"calf", or "dog" are given to boys Wlder these circumstances. From this it is 
easy to see that there is a great distinction between boys and girls. 
It is astonishing what an amount of enjoyment Chinese children can 
get out of life, though the Chinese for ages past have done their best to fit 
l The Chinese at Home,p. 73 Ball, J.D. 
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oldheads on young shoulders. Their schoo·l books have taught them that there 
is no profit in play; centuries of repression have made them quiet children. 
Under the old system, they were shut up from sunrise until five o'clock in the 
afternoon at school, sitting on hard wooden benches, each singing his lessons 
at the top of his voice. The old bopks were fit only for grownups to pour 
over in study. The "Four Books" and "Five Classics .. were learned by heart 
and if the boy remained in school long enough he learned to compose essays 
based on the classics and to write poems. Although these are not fitted for 
the brains of boys, yet they have a chance to be instructed; the girls, however, 
are said to be "lost goods" so that they are not sent to school for any edu-
cation whatever. Thus the birth of the girl is no sign for rejoicing for she 
is plainly not wanted, but it is quite different in the case of the son. Their 
explanation is that a daughter cannot worship at the ancestral shrine. A man 
must ha~e a son. If he fails to have one, he adopts one to carry on the ances-
tral worship which is so important to the Chinese mind. If you inquire of a 
Chinese how many children he has, he will invariably reply gy givin~ only the 
number of sons, omitting the daughters altogether. If he has three boys and 
two girls, he will say that he has only three children. Again, if one asks a 
man what place he holds in his family, he will omit all mention of his sisters 
and will say he is the eldest, or the second, even though there are several 
girls older than him. 
c. Employment of Children 
With the humdrum routine of the girl's and boy's l:it e at home, one 
has reason to be anxious concerning them. They· are never supposed to be taught 
to read or write even their own names. The education of most Chinese girls has 
been banished from human thought for the space of some milleniums. 
• 
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Regarding their home or field work, to think of this is to arouse . a 
feeling of pity. The care of silk wo~s, the picking, spinning and weaving of 
cotton are l argely the labor of women to which the girls are introduced at a 
very early age. Sewing for a Chinese family is a serious matter, especially 
since the number of families who can afford to hire help in this line is a very 
limited proportion. Aside from this employment, in which a Chinese girl who ex-
pects to be acceptable to the family of her mo"ther-in-law raust be expert, girls 
can also be made use of in almost any line of home work to which the father may 
be devoted. In the country districts all over China, boys and girls alike are 
sent out to scratch together as much fuel as possible, for the preparation of 
food and this continues, in the case of the girls, until they are too large to 
go any distance from home. They soon learn to tend a street stall or to do any 
other thing to help. The baby is strapped on their backs when they are scarcely 
more than infants themselves and thus the baby is out in the open air nearly all 
day long, and kept out of the way of mischief while the little brother or sister 
is picking up chips or doing other light work .to add to the income of the home. 
Exactly the opposite is true of the children of wealthy families. They are cared 
for by maid-servants and dressed nicely all the year round. Work is unknown 
to them. 
The employment of children in factories is one of the worst elements 
in the situation of childhood in China. "A child of eigM years working f or 
twelve hours at a stretch on the night shift in a local cotton mill, condemned 
t o work -through the long night hours amid all the dangers of soul.leas,heartless, 
unseeing, unthinking, w.1heeding machinery is not equal to the task. A child 
of eight years, mind you ~ "l 
d. Property Holding 
Where there are no children or when an adult son has died unmarried 
or childless, the family succession is provided for by adoption. The ma:J t 
1. Burton, ~hargaret l!i. >'J Om<> n 1i<rrkers of -the Orient, p. 52 
• 
usual method is to adopt a son who is also a nephew or belongs to the family 
of a near relative, or at least is of the same surname. 
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The father's decrition in the division of the family property ie 
strictly limited and any departure from its fulfilment would be checked by the 
collective opinion of the ' family expressed through near relatives. Daughters do 
not inherit. The eldest son usually receives a larger share thru1 any of his 
brothers in view of his great responsibility for the carrying out of the rites 
of filial piety. Sons of the concubines take a smaller share than sons of 
the wife. If the family property has not been divided by the fatre r Wllong his 
sons before his death, they may continue to hold it in common ru1d to do so is 
a laudable evidence of freternal harmony, or they may proceed to a division by 
mutual agreement. In this case, their mother's brother is considered a proper 
person to act in this capacity. A part of the family property n~y be set aside 
to _provide for the famil.y' s ancestra l worship. Such property is held in annual 
rotation by the sons or their representatives, the holder for the year having to 
provide for the scholars of the family. From this it is clearly w1derstood that 
boys are more highly regarded than girls because boys can be educated, the. girls 
are neglected; boys can inherit, girls cannot; boys can be promoted, girls are 
neglected; boys confined by nothings, girls to bound feet. This unequality be-
tween the two sexes is a great mistake and is also a sin against God. 
B. Education of Women and Children in a Chinese Family 
1. Domestice Knowledge 
Girls in China, as has been stated, receive all the domestic knowl-
edge which their mothers possess. Many women have a stern, practical knowl-
edge of field labor. Breeding silk worms, wee.ving, me.king garments, embroider-
ing, cooking, caring for the house, social etiquette and all instruction con-
nected with the birth and rearing of children are embraced in domes-tic training. 
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These require no fee and, moreover, they are gained from oral instruction and 
observation. They would receive no instruction if they were char~ed for it. 
Women find instruction more useful and interesting when received this way rather 
than from books. 
That education emong the rank and file of Chinese women is very rare 
is indicated by the statement of Dr. W.A.P. Martin, who, in 1877, said "Not 
one in ten thousand women can read."1 Comparatively speaking, the women of the 
nation are illiterate. This is due to the teachings of Confucius, such as "It 
is a law of nature that women should be kept under the control of men and not 
allowed any will of their own." and -"The aim of education of the female is, then, 
perfect submission, not cultivation, nor the development of the mind"4 -- such 
principles have dominated China for innumerable years. Very few women and girls 
were taught in the pest, though their fathers, uncles, and brothers were jlromi-
nent scholars or held high positions. They were trained for nothing except 
domestic affairs. 
2. Beginning of Education for Women 
There were no government schools for women until 1877, forty-eight 
years after the first protestant missionary woman started a school for girls. 
In 1912, out of 57,357 government schools and 1,626,529 pupils, only 298 govern-
ment schools were for girls, with only 13,489 pupils in attendance, a.s compared 
with 41,308 girls in the protestant mission schools. The schools are not 
sufficient for the two hundred million women and ~irls but they are a great in1-
provement over the past. 
China.• s history on the earth is very old; her civilize.tion still. 
exists. But why has she not become a great power. It is because of her neglect 
1 2 
' 'Bashford, J.W. China: An Interpretation, pp. 136 and 199 
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of the education of womanhood which is a controlling factor and one of 
fundamental importance to the family life and thus to civilization. Children 
become successful because of the success of their mothers, the children become 
cultured because their mothers are cultured. Educated mothers tend to give good 
children to the world. In the past ten years the government and mission schools 
have increased, as well as the attendance. The girls are taught in the schools 
to know that it is wron~ to bind their feet. E~ucation doclares that men and 
women e.re Equal but some people still believe to the contrary. In the ¢ssions 
the foot-binding practice was preached against for years before the slightest 
impression seemed to have been made but today ladies of the highest renk are 
setting an example by unbinding their feet and are supp~ting the anti-foot-
binding societies. Fathers, brothers, and husbands are saying "Take the bandages 
from the feet of our women and the veils from the eyes of their understending 
and let them be our companions; let them be fitted to carry out their duties 
as wives and mothers."1 
3. Results of Education of Women 
The belief that "education is life" raises the standard of woman in 
the family. Education of woman does not turn wrong to right but separates 
light from darkness. In Peking a young woman • s club has been f.ormed which 
boldly proclaims its members as "girls who follow their own will". In a 
"Gazette for Yo"tmg Women and Girls", the following revolutionary ideas are 
published: "Oh, ye two hundred millions of Chinese, ot~ sisters listen! In 
China it is said that man is superior and woman inferior; that man is noble 
and woman vile; that man should command and woman obey •••• but we are not under 
the domination of man. The nature of man and woman is the universal sense of 
hee.ven. How, then, can one make distinction and say that the nature of man is 
1Montgomery, Helen B., Western Vlomen in Eastern La.nds, p. 215 
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of one sort and that of vmman another! The woman who remains in ignorance 
. 1 
wrongs not only herself but also her family and her country." Does the un-
educated woman speak so powerfully as this! 
In intellectual ce.pacity tw re are no "brainier" women any>.vhere than 
the Chinese, on the testimony of competent observers. An official statement of 
the Y.M.C.A. of China, in 1910, contained the following expression: "Let noae 
think Chinese women inferior to those of any other le.nd. There is no line of 
study or of effect in which they do not excel and no height of character to 
which they do not attain."2 They can be teacm rs, doc tors, nurses, if they are 
well trained. The craving for education among the grown-up women is another sign 
of the times. Numbers of grown women will be seen seated on benches beside little 
children, patiently bending over their books and slates in earnest study. It is 
a pathetic sight but full of meaning for the future of China. 
Through education they gain a greater love for their country. The women 
of China have made their gifts to their country in times of need. Through the 
organized efforts of Chinese women, the women . of Shanghai alone contributed a 
large sum of money during the first days of the revolution when ready money was 
needed. Women's meetings were held, organized by themselves, their jewels heaped 
on the platform as an offering to the Republican cause. Women had little money 
of their own to give, girls who had never before thought of working for others, 
put their hands to many unwonted tasks in order to earn money. Chinese women 
organized benefit perforraances, entertainments. They forgot their timidity and 
made house-to-house visits soliciting money. Instances like these are numerous, 
revealing the capacity of wo.men and girls f or service to their country when they 
are well educated. This is a good sign for the development of their position in 
the future. They are not considered so inferior as they once were because they 
1 Montgomery, Helen B., Western Women in Eastern Lands, p. 216 
2 Allen, Belle J. A Crusade of Compassion for the Healing of Nations,p.95 
\ 
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have received an education. Two hundred women or more once met in Peking to 
pass resolutions asking that concubinage should not be permitted thereafter. 
Ten thousand women in Canton came through the rain to pledge themselves to a 
boycott of all Japanese goods. This happened not only in Canton but also in 
other parts of China as well. Rallies of women have been held to combat the 
growing use of the cigarette, which has been energetically introduced into 
China by the Western lands. Women in great numbers have added their influence 
to the anti-opium campaign. The aim of the women is toward the achievement 
of great things, such as the abolition of foot-binding, the education of women, 
the prohibition of concubinage, the forbidding of child marriage, reforms in 
regard to prostitution, social service for women in industrial life, the en-
couragement of modesty in dress, the general elevation of the position of 
women in the famlly and in the home. 
Probably even more significant than any of the industrial or commer-
cial changes of the present generation in China is tm t of tre Gh.u Yin Tsz Moo 
system of phonetic writing. Tne phonetic symbols were published in November, 
1919, by the Ministry of Education. It was soon found that the system was re-
markably suited to a simple written form, for Chinese men as well as \Yomen, 
which could be readily learned by illiterates. Now many papers publish a part 
of their news in the phonetic characters and even text-books of phonetic writ-
ing are being use,,. It is rortunate for those women and men who could not read 
literary dialect that they can be easily taught the phonetic in a few weeks 
even if they &-e stupid, the clever ones learn it in a few days. 'l'his is a 
short cut to reading, as . vre.Ll as to keeping up a correspondence, writing 
accounts, etc. 
Governor Yen Si , San, of Shansi Province, ordered 2,500,000 copies 
or e simple primer by which all classes of people could ~earn to read in a 
month or so. Some mission schools have also taken it to use on trial. The 
change is described as a change of new spirit. Because of this, both boys 
and girls have energetically worked for the "Twenty-one Demands" of the 
Japanese. Why did they do so! Because they are patriots. Many thousands 
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of students marched out on s·&rike as a protest in every leading city. Public 
opinion rapidly showed itself in sympathy vrith the students. These students 
are the boys and girls of Chllla, the children of the Chinese families. They 
are the people who have been educated. Those with education are turning their 
energies to social service, establishing schools f or t he poor and teach,ing 
them, extending the knowledge of the new phonetic script. Some are teaching 
Chinese artisans how to make goods to displace foreign productions. 
To make China progressive requires more than this. It requires, 
first of all, Christianity. What can Christianity do for the Chinese family! 
Vfuat can it do for boys and girls ! Vfuat can it do, as a whole, foE religious 
educa·tion! A man once spoke to the wri·ter regarding the Christian fa..11ily. He 
said "I am longing for a Christ ian family though my home is not one now." What 
he meant by "long:i.ng for a Christian family" will be furtm r discussed in the 
following chapter. 
C H A P T E .R IV 
T H E I D E A L C H R I S T I A N F A M I L Y 
A. The Attitude Towards Women and Children 
1. Transformation of Women and Children Through Christianity 
a. Intellectual Transformation 
How the Chinese families ar e to be saved is one of the greatest 
questions. In order to save the family the members must first be saved. The 
best method of saving them is to bring Jesus Christ in close contact with them 
so that He may overcome the ancient customs from which His gospel declares they 
are set free-- free from the corrupting customs, free from the worship of idols, 
free from all evils, free from all bondage save that of love. There is no 
place where Christianity is more a necessity or more powerful than for the mem-
bers of a Chinese family. 
It has been stated that in some respects non-Christian women and 
children are entirely different from those in Christian homes. Those without 
Christian instruction are ignorant and illiterate and are placed in an inferior 
position, while those in the Christian homes are taught to know the real truth 
by which they are emancipated. Concerning the transformation of \vomen. and 
children through the power of Christianity is herewith discussed, dealing not 
with theories but with facts. 
In former times the girls were regarded slightly and were even thrown 
away without any regret. Since Christianity has been preached to them, they 
have sent their girls to be educated ei·ther in mission schools or government 
schools. The inferior position of women is not to be seen among Christians. 
Girls are taught the same as boys. It is Chr:Stian education that awakens the 
child's sleeping imagination, enor~ously widens his horizon, develops and cul-
tivates his judgment and t aaches him the history of mankind, not only of one 
branch but of the entire hmwlll race. The girls from mission schools are educa-
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ted not only to be good wives but also to be capable of leadership. They are a 
living testimony of the power of Christ to raise despised womanhood to a place 
of honor. 
"An example of what Chinese women can do in such occupations as these 
is given by modest little Mrs. Cheo, of Nanking, who is, says Dr. Robert E. Speer 
a representative of this large and growing company who are rebuilding the new 
China. Three years ago when the southern soldiers were returning after the revo-
lution they brought with them to Nanking hw1dreds of boys and girls whom they 
were carrying south as household slaves. The children were taken from them in 
Nanking and given to Mrs. Cheo. For a t~ne the republic supported them and then 
discontinued its support until, through the appeal of friendly missionaries, it 
was again resumed. Six hundred orphans are cared for now in the orphanage vlith 
a discipline, a management, a practicalness of education, and a tenderness of 
sympathy such as could be envied in any other land, and the whole institution 
and its wonderful work rests on a frail little slip of a Chinese woman who fears 
no man and l oves only God and duty."l This is evidence that a woman has re-
ceived spiritual power and through her intellectual training is able to educate 
many poor little ones who were without father and mother. Such leaders as Dr. 
Mary Stone, of Kiukiang, Dr. L Bi Ku, of Foochow, Dr. Hu King Eng, of Hongkong, 
Miss Yu Ling Chen, of Peking, Miss hfuli Lee, of Southwestern University,Nanking, 
Dr. C. C. VJang of Peking, Mr. Y .L. Huang of Anhuei, now Ambassador of Austral.ia, 
are all prominent leaders at present in China. They were all brought up in 
Christian homes, educated and are today holding high positions in socEty. 
b. Moral Transformation 
Before the gospel of Jesus was introduced into the family, parents 
welcomed boys but not girls. Thus, the practical introduction of Christianity 
means more to the Chinese girl than to her brother. It has prevented her from 
1Burton, Margaret E., Women Workers of the Orient, p. 162 
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being killed as soon as she is born, eventually restores her to her rightful 
place in the affections of her parents. It teaches parents to govern their 
children not only by the five relations but also by the love of the Heavenly 
Father. The customs of smoking, gambling, evil thinking, and doing may be 
seen in non-Christian homes but it has been banished entirely from Christian 
homes. 
Christian communi-ties probably more and more tend to follow the 
Scripture plan of making one man and one woman a new family and by this plan 
alone save themselves a lifetime of misery. This is done not by the super-
imposition of any force from without but by the exercise of the morality which 
has been enlightened to see and emboldened to act. Peace and happiness are 
usually in the family where the women are moral. Non-Christians often quarrel, 
fight, and have contentions because of the lack of morality. When women be-
come Christian believers their moral transformation is brought about. It is 
noticeable not only in the running of domestic affairs in a more orderly way 
but also in social service. They live pure, lovely lives and usually help 
others when they are in need. 
Fundamental to religious education is the principle that all goodness 
is the goodness of God. There is none good but One and whoever is good upon 
the earth shares the goodness of that One. To quicken the sense of goodness 
in man, to give him both an intellectual discernment of right and a responsive 
disposition to pursue it, is the very end of moral education. Therefore, a 
religious education, seeking to bring women and children into a conscious re-
lationship with God, must include within itself moral education as one of its 
essential elements. Goodness, the ideal of moral education and of all persons! 
best endeavor, is really the revelation of the infinite will of God. In the 
past while practically all women and children smoked opium, in recent years not 
a single instance can be found in Christian families. Formerly corrupt habits 
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were given expression, now these are morally transformed; formerly, persons 
were entirely selfish, now they are willing to give their hands and feet fer 
others. This proves that they are not living alone but that Christ lives within 
them. 
c. Religious Transformation 
The problems of religious education in the family must be solved by 
the individual persons of the family. Only when parents with developed religious 
natures share a common life with children of undeveloped religious natures can 
there be the quickening and the growth of a religious life. Every mother is an 
incarnation to her children, just as when the missionary faces a primitive people 
viithout words for the ideas of his gospel, he must behis gospel. Some women 
are sent to the mission schools to study religious education in order that they 
themselves may become efficient in h~lping their children •to make ideal homes. 
Women are educated to be teachers, physicians, nurses, and especially 
evangelists, who tour the villages and visit the markets and homes of the cities. 
Sitting under the spreading trees, they gather some women and . children about them 
and tell them the story of Jesus and His love. Perhaps the most far-reaching 
work of the lay-evangelists is done through the Bible women. Before they went 
to the mission schools they were simply the ordinary women who could not speak 
a single word in the presence of others but they now dare to speak because they 
are trained through the influence of ·the gospel to be a light to lighten the way 
for the people and to guide them in the right way of life. 
Children are sent to the mission schools, or to schools of theology,to 
study for the ministry in order to prepare themselves ror the work of God. The 
leading preachers in the Chinese churches are children of Chinese Christian homes 
who are taught to love God and to do what was right. Vfuen they went to bed 
prayers wene offered to God, when they ate food thanks were given to Him, and 
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beautiful songs were oi' ten heard in their homes. Such a home is one that Jesus 
loves and He will abide there. The atmosphere of the home is entirely changed 
because of the gospel's influence upon the lives of the mothers and children, 
whose love overflows and makes the home more beautiful and more holy. These 
Christian lives are not upon the surface merely but they are as real and as 
capable of being observed as is the amount of rain-fall or the procession of 
the equinoxes. They consist of lives revolutionized by the implanting of new 
motives and the influence of a new force. They are to be found in every class 
of society and with the widening circle of Christian work, t hey are found in 
ever-increasing numbers. 
Christianity sanctifies childhood, ennobles mot herhood, dignifies man~ 
hood, and purifies every social condition. Christianity has succeeded wherever 
it has been practiced. It makes the family a new family, each person a new one, 
with new insight and new outlook. It gives back the lost soul and spirit and 
pours into all the avenues of human nature a new life. Such is the influence of 
Christianity, such is the transform<·- tion of women and children. Thus religious 
education always enlarges and moves f orward but never .ends. It is like a math-
ematical problem of a finite progression toward an infini te limit. r•Befcr e 
self-consciousness, children are subject to i 11tangible religious influences f rom 
the nourishing ·environment of t he home; after self-consciousness, the progress 
through boyhood and girlhood, through youth and adolescence, thro~h maturity 
and advancing age, is all one journey towar d J od, our goel. 111 "Since God is our 
chosen haven and the infinite stream of t ime is the path of our voyage, religious 
3 
education can never end. 112 "Ye shall be perfect" become s the goal of the 
Chinese Christian family. 
1,2 H H Horne , •• Psychological Principles of Education, p. 3~7 
3 Matthew 5:48 
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2. Equality of Husband and Wife 
It is evident that the family is, in some respects, in a state of 
transition. This state is in no way made more prominent than in the legal 
relation of the members of a family of good standing , from which the ideal 
state will gradually be wrought. 'What are the rights, privileges, and duties 
of the husband, the wife, the fdher, the mother, and "the child! The first and 
most important relation is that of husband and ,,'fife. Throughout the his t ory of 
the world, in ancient times and even under the Christien order, the reco~~ized 
relation between husband and wife has been ths.t of a superior and a subordinate. 
Man is the head and woman is under his orders. He has been the capte.in, she, 
at best, a lieutenant but more often his servant. The truth of the idea of 
superiority and subordination is admitted by con1paratively few persons in theory 
but in practice it is almost universa.lly recognized, although seldom applied. 
The proper relation of husband and wife in the family is one of 
equality; equality of rights, of duties, and of authority, with no attitude of 
subjection or subordine.tion. The imperativeness and justice of a relation of 
equality is made clear with the following facts. 
First, there is the interpretation of the Scriptures as given in 
Genesis. In this narrative the creation of man is represented as the final end 
crowning work of the Creator. So "God created man in his own image, in the 
i mage of God created he him; male and female created he them. nl From these 
words it is clearly understood ths.t man and woman were created as joint rulers 
over the lower creatures, equal in power and privileges. There is nothing to 
imply that one was subordinate to the other. Christ also quotes this passage: 
"Have ye not read tla t He which made thera at the beginning~ made them male 
and female?"2 
1 Genesis 1:27 
2 Matthew J-9:4 
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Vfuen Christ was called upon to define the relation of the saxe~, he 
said "And they twain shall be one f:b sh: so then they are no more tVTain but one 
flesh." 1 It may furtmr be said that in all the relations which Jesus had to 
v10men; as son, as brother, as friend, as teacher, ther'e is not a word or an act 
v1hich signifies that he regarded woman as subordinate to mrm. He even set 
aside the common usages of society to show not only his sympathy and respect 
for her but also hie appreciation of her moral and intellectual character. 
Next is the principle of justice which leads us to give to the wife an 
authority equal to that of her husband. The subordination of woman to man in 
the mrriage rele.tion is the only e.xe_nlple that is based upon the right of the 
stronger, as were slavery, feudalism, and absolute monarchy. In rude and bar-
barous times it was f itting that woman should be under the protection and the 
authority of those men who were able and willing to protect her against such men 
as found in her weakness and se.x a temptation to their passions. Such reasons 
can no longer be urged for the continuance of this authority. As marriages ex-
ist today, the average woman is at least the equal of her husband in mental power 
and achievement; her judgment is as.trustworthy ashis and should have equal 
weight in the decision of such matters as affect the well-being of the famil.y. 
Furthermore, the contribution which the wife makes to the famlly is equal to 
that of the husband. She gives her time~ her strength, her labor, and the 
sac r ifices of personal ambition and pleasure which she makes are far grea.ter than 
his. The interests of the family are as truly hers as they are his. By no 
principle of justice can an equal voice be denied her in all family councils, 
Jl much l.e ss can she be personally subordinated to him. 
Finally, there is expediency. Both for the sake of the husbru1d and t~ 
;Jife, as well as f or the sake of soc:Sty, it is expedient that man and woman 
share the leadership of the felllily. Authority in the man intensifies those 
1 Mark 10:8 
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qualities of character which he most needs to repress, while subordination in 
the woman represses those characteristics which she moot needs to have culti-
ve.tecJ . Man is by nature posit i ve, imperious, forceful; woman is by nature timid, 
confidine, submissive. Many see in these natural characteristics a strong argu-
ment that the Creator designed man for the superior and V!OlllBll for the subordinate • .. 
These characteristics, however, are quite likely to have been acquired and trans-
mitted by the sanction of customs. In order to form the truest and noblest 
character, husband and wife should meet upon a common level where each recog-
nizes the complete individuality of the other and the right of each to rule, as 
well as the duty of each to obey. 
It is, furtmrmore, expedient for society as well as for the husband 
and v1ife that equality of man and woman in the marriage relation be established. 
With respect to social customs, women can be no longer f~ ced into marriage 
through a lack of occupation. Women now have more rights than society holds 
them responsible for using. They have right to their earnings and property. 
History shows that women who possess power without the responsibility of power 
are a dangerous class. The idea· of the subordination of woman which once made 
her the drudge and sle.ve of man now makes her the petted object of his labor 
and care. She is his, not to work for him but re.ther to be worked for. The 
establishment of woman as an equal and not a subordinate in the family v1Ul lay 
upon her duties commensurate with those which society demands of man. For the 
sake of society it is expedient to recognize equal authority and equal responsi-
bility of husband and wife. 
It is the influence of Christianity that has tended to elevate the 
position of women. The pagan ideal of life is essentially masculine; the 
Christian ideal of life is in part feminine. Justice, energy, and strength are 
preeminent qualities of tm pagan ideal; mercy,love, gentleness and humility are 
i .. :; 
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qualities of the Christian ideal. 
In the realm of emotions, e~d especially of religious emotions, 
woman is superior to man. The influence of Christianity ennobles the position 
of woman. In the family woman's influence is more persuasive than in the 
church. For the conversion of their husbands and children they labor with 
constancy, if not always with wisdom, and often with success. It is clearly 
evident that the wife of Theodosius the Great was one of the most distinguished 
defenders of the faith. Augustine \Vri tes of the influence of his mother in the 
formation of his character. The mother of Constantine played an important part 
in the conversion of her royal son. Lord Macaulay has been called a cold-
hearted man but he was never unmindful of the unique preciseness of a mother's 
love. John Quincy Adams wrote that his mother was an angel upon earth, the 
real personification of female virtue, of piety, of charity, of ever-active 
and never-intermitting benevolence. Napoleon Bonaparte, with all his self-
reliance and personal independence of character, never ceased to look up to 
his mother with reverant affection and is said to have remarked that he owed 
all that he had, to her character and loving m:inistry. "Ah, what a woman! 
Where shall we look for her equal! 11 he said of her. It was she who "endured 
all, braved all. She had the energy of a man combined with the gentleness 
and delicacy of e. woma.ri. "l The mother of Ilene}. us educated her son to be the 
great sage in China and his books have been read by every student and his per-
sonality honored and esteemed most highly. In dignity and in useful influence, 
in social rights and family prestige, Christianity has tended to -elevate the 
place of woman to a position of high honor. As wives they are loved and con-
sulted by their husbands, as mothers they are respected and honored by their 
children. If the ideal family is to be built, one must, first of all, elevate 
the position of woman, who is the soul of the home. The ideal must transmute 
the kingdom of God~ -the kingdom of earth into the kingdom of heaven. Truth, 
1 Trumbull, H.C. Hints on Child Training, p.273 
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purity, joy, peace, hope, and love are the notes in the song of the qualities 
of . woman. These are elements of the ideal fE'Jnily. This places more emphasis 
upon the value of woman not because she is under man but because she is equal to 
man. These conceptions may or may not become embodied in coDillands. They may or 
may not assume the forms of large and progressive movements but in their origin 
and primary relation they are personal. The kingdom of heaven comes through the 
influence of woman as well as to woman. She bears a most significant position 
in the family, _if the ideal family is to be created. It doubtless costs somethilut 
to be a good woman but there is no reward which earth can give comparable with 
that influence which such <:t woman wins and holds from the sons of, her love. 'l'he 
good mothers can never know how much they are doing for their children by their 
patient, long-suffering and gentle ways with them. There is no human love like 
that of a mother. 1here is no human tenderness which equals that of a mother. 
'l'he Chinese word for wife which means equality with and not subordination to 
man is often wrongly interpreted. It coincides with the interpretation of 
Christianity regarding the relation between husband and wife. China stands in 
history as an agricul-tural country, as every high-school student knows. 'l'he 
derivation of the . word wife \'ias therefore interpreted in ancient times by a 
wife sowing half an acre of field, while the ot.i1er half must go to her husband. 
Thus the wife was equal with her husband. 
Some objection against the equality of man and woman is based upon the 
belief that in a femily there must be one supreme and ultimte authority. A 
double authority is a monstrosity, they declare, as only one cro~ decide anything. 
- and tra t ohe must be the man. To this it may well be answered that whether it 
J 
be true or not, it by no ~ ans follows that the same one should decide all 
questi ona. The central idea of a true wedlock is the idea of mutual self-
surrender. Duties, privileges and rights are reciprocal. Neitre r the husband 
nor the wife should demand more than the other can give, nor should either con-
sent constantly to g~ve wi-thout receiving in return. Both should maintain 
their self-respect .ar self.:.honor even as both should avoid a tyrannical use 
of power. 
In homes where the roots of custom havo a fast hold superstition 
clings most tightly, and ignorance and poverty bind most firmly. If the 
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women are set free from clinging to old ideas and customs and, furtmrmore, are 
educated, they become conscious of their rights, privileges, and duties, which 
are not inferior to those of men. Their place in the home as well as in 
society is elevated. It is the ignorant woman vn1o has made China Buddhist and 
the educated woman who will make China Christian. It is, moreover, the 
Christian woman that makes for peace, comfort, and fulness of life; it is she 
who makes the home divine; it is she who shares responsibility with her husband 
and equality between husband and wife should be encouraged and promoted. 
3. Relation of Parents and Children 
a. Importance of Home Training 
It is evident that the function of the family centers about the 
children. Not only to beget children but to brins them up is the prime business 
of parents. To care for them so that as members of the human race they may cone 
into possession of their full heritage in its physical, mental, moral, social, 
and religious aspects, so that they may be qualified to undertake their share 
of tre common enterprise and to labor for the good of mankind as well as f or 
the kingdom of God, is the main purpose of family life. The training of chil-
dren is no mere side-issue; it is the chief duty of those who are parents. 
Many parents seem to take it for granted that their children are by 
nature very timid and retiring, or very bold and fontard; very extravagant in 
speech and manner or quite disu1clined to express even a dutiful sense of grati-
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tude and t rust; reckless in their generosity or pitiably selfish; disposed to 
overstudy or given wholly to play. It is quite inevitable that children should 
have these tendencies but it is not necessary that they spould continue to ex-
hibit them offensively. Children can be trained in almost any direction. Their 
natural tendencies may be so curbed and guided as no longer to sho\"1 themselves 
in disagreeable prominence. It is the parents' privilege and duty to make their 
children be and do what they should be and do rather than what they themselves 
wish to be and to do. 
The duty of one who works with children is to find out what the child 
especially lacks and to supply the need; to learn what traits are in excess am 
to curb them; to understand their needs and to train them accordingly. Every 
child is, in a sense, a partially developed, an imperfectly formed child. There 
are no absolutely perfect children in the world. All of them need to be re-
strained in some respect and stimul&ted in others. Every L~perfect child can 
be helped towards a well-developed character by wise Chr:is..tian training. Every 
home should be an institution for the treatment of imperfectly developed chil-
dren. Every fat~er and mother should be a skilled physician in charge of such 
an institution. 
A child is an ~easurable being; he stands by himslf in the world as 
an individual, with his ovm personality and character, with his own thoughts and 
feelings, his own hopes, fears, and possibilities, with his O\vn relation to his 
fellow-beings and to God. He is not simply a bit of child material but a living 
organism, with all the possibilities of his highest manhood working within him 
toward their independent development. The child is therefore more than his 
parents; he is a man with characteristics and qualities such as his parents 
could never attain to and which the world has never before seen expressed. Many 
a child is superior to his parents on the basis and scope of character, in the 
attributes of genius, and in the instincts of high spiritual perception. But 
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even where the child is not superior, he is always the peer in individuality of 
those to whom he looks up to with reverence, as to his parents, and he is en-
titled to recognition by them in that peership. The child trained in the right 
way might become a man of nobility and without this training he might become a 
man inferior in character. 
b. Physical Devslppment 
Many parents who truly love their children fail to have the joy and 
satisfaction of feeling that they are really successful with them. Sometimes 
they look enviously at their neighbor's children, who are healthy, obedient, and 
well- behaved. It is true that there is a difference in children to start with. 
Some parents may have bequeathed to their children a stronger body; some children 
because of the poor health of their parents have inherited a weak physique. As 
with everything else in the world, success in bringing up children depends upon 
know how, and this skill may be learned. 
In any art or profession one has to understand at least two things,--
the material one has to work with and wha. t to do with it. The artist must know 
form and color, ljg ht and shade, crayons and oil or water colors; then he must 
learn how to put his colors on canvas in order to work out the dream of beauty he 
sees. The machinist must know iron and steel and how to use the right tools. 
Anyone who works with children must also know them,-- their nature, capacit:B s 
and the laws of growth and development,-- and must know how to give them what the\ 
need for their bodily, mental, and spiritual gro\vth. These are the great 
essentials for parents to know. 
Parents must be made to understand tba t health brings happiness. It 
means more than absence of pain, lack of worry and power to resist fatigue. It 
gives vigor and zest to both work and play. It makes one m~e useful. He who 
would serve God or men owes it to them as well as to himself to bring to that 
service unjaded powers, sanity, and strength. It is health that prom~es good-
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ness. It is harder to resist a temptation, whatever it may be, when overwroygbt 
and in a nervous tension or when mind and will are dulled by illness or fatigue. 
A strong body, in its full vigor of health, is a moral safeguard as well as a 
physical resource. 
The wise and efficient parent, therefore, seeks first of all to 
develop the health of his children and to help them build for themselves strong 
bodies. The way is very simple and plain. It is to follow the natural desires 
of children. They want to eat, to play, and to sleep, and they love to be out 
in the open air. These are the great elemental needs of their growing bodies. 
In the ideal home, children are the growing factors. MOre emphasis 
should be placed upon the f ood which is to build the chiLdren up. Many children 
are not given either suitable or sufficient food. It is not a question of quan-
tity, but quality. Mal-nutrition may result not simply from lack of food but 
from faulty digestion or from the wrong choice of food or from improper ways of 
cooking or preparing it. Parents, if they are to build an ideal home, should 
know more fully the possibilities of full growth and healthy development for 
every child. This is dependent to a large extent, upon proper feeding. 
Play furnishes exercise, which is another essential of bodily welfare. 
The body grows through the assimilation of food but it is developed through 
exercise. Through use, healthy and muscular tissues are acquired. The impulse 
of children to play is nature's way of insuring their development. Every parent 
owes it to his children to give them as large an opportunity as possible f~ 
free muscular play. "When a child is at play he is in the holy of holies of 
his being. If the rules of the games will not hold him, if the high call of fair 
play will not inspire him, if the judgment and ostracism of his peers will not 
correct him, then indeed is he an incorrigible. 111 Parents should urge school 
authorities to provide opportunities and apparatus for systematic exercise d~ 
1 Sneath,Hodges & Tweedy;Religious Training in the Schools and Homes,p.87 
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the proper kind and should encourage their children in the efficient use of it. 
Such a regime has not only wholesome physi cal value but also the order and dis-
cipline involved exert a moralizing influence. It is viell for parents to de-
velop this virtue in their children. In this way they not only render a valua-
ble service to the body but also to the soul of the child. The value of marn-
ing to play together is often seen in the golden deeds of children. 
Sleep is an important factor in the growth and development of children. 
They need more sleep than adults. Indeed, everyone's bodily and mental effi-
ciency is largely dependent upon it. Vlhen children are awake their brains are 
constantly active. Even in their trivial employments it is still at work. It is 
continually expending its energy. Hence it becomes fatigued and needs rest. It 
is sleep that brings the rest necessary for saving and renewing its energy. 
\1hen children go to sleep they cease to spend and destroy their energy, they save 
it. Parents have a duty to perform but many parents are ignorant of the vitaL 
importance of sleep for the total well- being of the child and, therefore, they 
constantly violate the laws of hygiene in this respect. Some children are weak 
and fatigued because they have not the necessary amount of sleep, often being 
kept out with their parents until the late hours of the night. Children cannot 
be properly brought up to manhood and womanhood if the right attention is not 
given them in this respect. "Sleep is not only growth of limb but also growth 
and development of brain, which occurs durin~ the constructive period of sleep. 
To eat is only to take in but to sleep is to build." 2 
Child1·en should have separate beds in which to sleep. The rooms must 
be open enough to insure proper ventilation and must not be too warm. Children 
should go to bed early enough tc¥n.,ure -r.heir getting the proper amount of sleep. 
1 Saleeby; Wealth, Strength, and Happiness, p. 108 
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Improper diet, overwork, or too much evening study and various physical.. 
pe ins are disturbing factors that should be guarded against -and eliminated in so 
far as it is possible. It is a great part of the discipline of life to obtain a 
mastery of the body. It seems almost incredible that only such slight physical 
defects can make such a difference betv;een the true Christian home and the home 
of crime. The physical ljf e affects the child's personality. Good health is a 
foundation for the ideal home. Parents should ~1pras s children not only with the 
i <~lporte.nce but also with the dignity and the sacredness of the body. Their 
bodies are the temples of _God, they are holy and should be protected. The 
beauty e.nd grace of the home finds expression in the beauty e.nd grace of the 
children. 
c. Moral Development in the Home 
A person is an intellectual being. The parents' duty is to develop 
the moral life of his children. A common saying in China is that every parent 
wants his boy to be a "dragon" which means he hopes his son will become an 
official of high rank, so that he may lend dignity to his family. Therefll'e, 
even the poor families wish to spend money for the education of their sons. 
"Knowledge is power-- no matter from what standpoint we view it-- power which 
makes in every way for the highest self-realization, both of the individual and 
of society, the more will he take e. moral attitude toward its acquisition. ul 
Knowl edge is power but not to do as one pleases in every sense of the word. 
Children are not one-sided but many-sided and are to be developed not intellec-
tually alone but especially morally. Too much knowledge without morality is · 
dangerous. Therefore parents should develop their children morally. 
A fundamental factor in the home is the obedience of children. In 
meny cases troubles occur in the fami ly because parents on the one hand do not 
lsneath,Hodges; :Moral Training in the School and Home, p. 58 
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know how to train their children to obey and the children on the other hand dis-
regard their parents' wishes. The parent's word should be law but when chil-
dren disobey then lawlessness exists in the home. Training in obedience in the 
• home also prepares the children for obedience in their contact vTi.th achool,with 
society at large. It makes of them good citizens. Personality develops through 
obedience. History reveals the fact that great and noble men built their charac-
ters upon obedience. Abraham Lincoln said that all he was and all he hoped to 
be he owed to his mother. Parents are the makers of society. Teachers alone 
cannot make a man, they can only develop the potential man that the home sends. 
The business world cannot make a man vd.thout the aid of the home, it can only 
give him an opportunity to declare what manner of man he is. Neither can a 
church make a man without the aid of the home, it can only send Heaven's appeal 
to his heart. Therefore, every child is moulded in the home and should be 
early taught to obey, even before he enters society. They should be taught not 
by force but out of love for the parents. 
Another fundamental factor is truthfulness. No family can exist upon 
the basis of a lie. Truth is necessary to hold humanity together in any kind a 
relation that is worth while. Truth in speech, truth in action, truth in the 
inward self, these must be developed in ctlildren. .A child soon Ja arns that :it is 
wrong to lie. When he does it, it is because of his parents' carelessness am 
the habit of lying gradually develops. At fir st they lie to see if their 
parents are conscious of it and if it results. in correction or punishment, 
they refrain from repeating the act. Children who have developed this bad 
habit should be encouraged to read stories of great and noble men and women vmo 
were too big to stoop to such a base thing as telling a lie. George Wa8Pington, 
a man of truthfulness, became the first President of the United States. :W 
Chinese history the twenty-four men who were noted for their filial piety were 
distinguished for their truthfulness, and parents should call attention of 
their children to the truthfulness of these great leaders. The best way to do 
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this is through a heart-to-heart te.lk with them, such as John V'lesley' s 
mother had with him. Every mother has the same oppor tunity that htrs. 
Wesley had. The father who would be wise enough to teach his child about 
truthfulness must himself be a man of truthfulness. The example of the parents 
is a great agency for moral and religious education. Character is built 
throt~h the practice of truthfulness. Character in religion means the estab-
lishment of regul~rity in the religious life. Vfuen the child's religious life 
can be depended upon always, everywhere and under all circumstances, there 
character has developed. The child naturally tells the truth as a part of 
his basic suggestibility and eyery idea tends to utter itself in word of deed, 
so that what he has seen, heard, or experienced is -impressed upon his mind and 
he very naturally puts that image into words. In childhood this tendency toward 
truthfulness is almost as fragile as the glassy surface of still water, upon 
which the slightest breath of air will stir a thousand ripples, distorting and 
effacing the clear image that was so recently mirrored in the pool. Parents 
should teach them besides stories of true men, the teachings of God's truth 
as well, and since all truth is God's tr~th, then religious education ought to 
bring children to God as the source of truth and itself becomes one of the in-
dispensable agencies. Remembering the many thousands of Christian mothers, 
it is no wonder that children in a recent convention testified that their 
religious life began in the home t.mder the influence of their mothers. It was 
not always, perhaps seldom, what the mother said, much more it was her daily 
life, her heart of love, her exhaustless patience under trial, her sunny spirit, 
her self-denying care for her loved ones, her truthfulness, her character. 
The impress of her Christian life upon the child was as distinct as was the 
stamp upon the new gold coin fresh from the mint. It is sometimes the father 
rather than the mother who makes the deeper impression upon the children. 
There may be sad defects in a mother's life even when she tries to be a 
Christian; she may be fretful, quick to anger, hasty in words, moody, a~d 
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complaining. Said one girl whose mother fniled to keep her promise: ''My 
mother lied to me. I will never believe her again!" Another said, "My father 
was the one I always looked up to as my ideal. 111 Thus it is to be seen that 
either the mother or the father is before the eyes of the child, whether be-
cause of their good or evil influence. Truthful parents make truthful children. 
Another fundamental virtue is courtesy. This, too, is very important. 
Courtesy is the external manifestation of a right spirit to\vard others. Courtesy 
is not merely a surface finish of manners, although courtesy is sure to show it-
self in beautiful manners. Good breeding, politeness, ~~d fine manners are all 
included in the term "courtesy" but these are expressions of courtesy rather 
than its essence and inspiration. The courteous man is not lacking in self-
respect although he may be lacking in self-assertion. His self-respect is shown 
in his sense of responsibility for the comfort and welfare of others and his un-
selfish interest in others causes him to lose all thought of himslf in his 
effort to discharge his obligation toward others. His courtesy will be evidenced 
in what he is ready to do for others rather than in what he appears to be to-
ward others. 
In training children in courtesy, it is of little use to tell them 
to be forgetful of themselves but it is of value to teach them to be thoughtful 
of others. The more a person tries to forget himself, the more certain he will 
be to think of himself but when the children think of others, their thoughts go 
away from themsel vas and self-forgetfulness is a result rather than a cause of 
their action. 
In order to be covrteous, children must be careful to giv~ due defer-
ence to others in their ordinary salutations and greetings and in t heir express-
ion of thanks for everything in the way of kindness or attention sho•vn to them. 
Most parents who give any thought to a matter like this are ready to go thus far. 
If children have not been trained to give others first place in their thoughts 
1 Folsom, J.D. Religious Education in the Home, page 35 
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and to give expression to their interest in them, they cannot be free and un-
embarassed in conversation with all whom they meet. If, on the other hand,they 
have had wise and careful training in this direction, they are sure to be as 
pleasing as they are courteous to others and to receive as much enjoyment as they 
give in their intercourse with those whom they meet. The home is one of the 
many institutions for moulding children and its infl uence should be for courte·sy. 
Without courtesy, children e.re not highly regarded but are severly criticised, 
e.nd the parents are also criticised and judged to be as discourteous as are the 
children. "From the moral and religious life of the home the children pass into 
wider relationships carrying the same spirit; 'from kith to kin' is the nature 
way. It is not to be wondered at the.t the family has been regerded as an in-
strument", writes the English author in a treatise on moral education. "gothing 
less than this is true of the service or the home to religious education, for the 
ideas and the deeds of the home mainly constitute our capaciiy for appreciating 
divine things."l These things serve to show parents the unsea.rchable value of 
the home as a place todevelop children. Courtesy makes the people and the home 
life sweeter. The beauty of the home will always be observed in the manners of 
its children. Moral and religious education should recognize this fact and 
should make provision for training the children in courtesy and gentleness in 
the home. To far.o.iliarize them with such a code requires more o.r less of direct 
instruction and practice in gentle manners. Christian parents should organize 
their homes in a Christian way . "This is not a way of weakness, of self-
abnegation, of incompetent and servile virtues. It is the way of productive 
efficiency, of self-development, sound and wholesome because objective minded 
and socially motived. It is the way of fairness and mutual good-will, of 
gratitude and self-respect, of loyalty ~nd cooperation, of good workmanship, 
2 
of democracy when democracy is at its best." 
1 Horne, H.H. Psychological Princip les of Educati~, p. 369 
2 Weigle,Luther A., ~io3'raining of Child Erfm.. in the Christian Family , 
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Other attributes such as helpfulness, loyalty, honesty, gratitude, and 
love are fundamental factors needed in training children. One of the most im-
portant of these is love. In developing children in all ihe virtues of the home, 
I JJ parents are really developing their love. It is true that love is the crovming 
grace and virtue of the soul in all forms of social life and nowhere should it 
abound more than in the home. The parents' obligation is to love their children 
without exception. Children are under special obligation to love their parents 
and to love their brothers, sisters, and any other member of the fSlllily as well. 
"Love is the greatest thing in the world", says Henry Drunnnond. So also is it 
the greatest influence in the family. If there is present love, then there is 
present also ~dlling obedience, truthfulness, honesty. If love exists in the 
family, sympathy and helpfulness are to be seen also. "Love seeketh not her O\'m 11 
it "suffereth long and is kind", it "beareth all things and endureth all things", 
it "never faileth". Where there is love in the family, there is unity, harmony 
and moral progress. Parents who want to help their children in this virtue 
ought to know how to tell stories of love to their children. There are many 
beautiful stories of home life which bring this virtue before children. 
The home centers in the mother; as a rule she makes it what she her-
self is. All the finest sentiment of the heart centers about the mother. The 
light of love in the mother's face vnll make home bright and happy. Her cheer-
ful, contented spirit, her calm way of meeting disappointments, her chari~able 
way of judging others, her kind way of giving encouragement, help her children 
, to see how to take life. She seems to have a spring of joy in her heart. The 
mother is a model one who can train her children L~ true love. Ia an atmosphere 
of purity, love, and good chere, the effect of evil suggestions are instantly 
checked and soon destroyed; on the other hand, the blessing of the home appears 
~ediately. !housands of boys and girls are entering each new day of life 
with such true thoughts and such high ideals as will result in making their 
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lives sublime. 
Instruction is good, right parental government is good, but defects 
in the parent's character will baffle all instruction and training, resulting 
~ in parental anxiety, prayers, and tears. \Vhy do so many children reject the 
religious faith in which they were brought up! Why is there not harmony in the 
home! The reason is generally not very hard to find. The parents are not faith-
ful examples of the religion they profess. They talk about love but still they 
hate others, they speruc of charity but they do not give help. This may be due 
to a false conception of true religion. A great and dominant element of the 
home environment is the personal element. It is tho personal make-up of the 
home that gives it its charm and power. The beliefs, character, disposition, 
daily life and conversation of the father and mother tell in the forming life 
and character of the children more than do all other things combined. 
"Dungeoned in a prison in the middle west was a young man chained 
to an iron bed, awaiting the day of execution. His mother, whom he had not 
seen in years, came to the prison to take leave of him. To the horror of the 
chaplain and even of the jailer, he refused to have any interview with her. 
She came to the door and pleaded with him to speak to her. So far as his 
shackles would allow, he turned his back upon her, exclaiming: 'Go away:' " It 
was you who put the wine to my lips. It was you who taught me to gamble. It 
il 
was drinking and gambling that brought me here." It cannot be said that his 
mother did not love • She loved h~n deeply but her blind love had failed to 
guide him aright, To love children in the right way is to guide them away from 
danger. This way must be the divine way, This way must be the way of religious 
education, which brings God into the home . The Apostle of Love declared "God 
is love. He that dwelleth in love dwelleth in God and He in him." The home, 
especially in its procreative function, concretes God's life in the world, it 
is a call to men to exercise a divine gift. Even when there is no room for God 
1 Folsom, John D. Religious Education in the Home, p. 62 
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in the busy marts and the outer world, the home is still his dwellin~~place. 
Destroy the sanctity of the home, substitute the convenience or the pleasure 
or the world and the mortal chaos which ensues betokens the departure of God. 
It is interesting to observe that all the names most descriptive of the ideal 
relationships of religion are home names-- God is the Father, we are brethren 
one with another and the •vhole race is one family. In such a home the kingdom 
of God begins to come on earth, that kingdom which will come fully when all men 
realize that they have one Father and are brothers. To such a home many of us 
can look back and we thank God that it L~parted its spirit not merely by precept 
or instruction but by the uncounted, unintended, vital influences of love and of 
its atmosphere. "God is to become a living power in the consciousness and the 
conduct of children, parents must habitually speak of him as an actual, present 
reality in their own lives. N.othing can possibly take the place of free converse.-
tion wHh children about divine things. Religious conversation needs to be rein-
forced, of course, by specific religious expressional adi vi ties in which chil-
l dren can take part • 11 
The immediate problem of the family is not one of criticism or apology 
or the devising of ways to escape from so antiquated a compulsion but, on the 
contrary, the problem of the utilization, simplification, and safe-guarding of 
that union. "The vitality of religion in the mature experience of citizens who 
must accept the stress and haste of American life is pr~narily dependent on the 
reality of that religion which they have acquired under the conditions of an 
uncorrupted, simple and happy home. The Kingdom of God, which is the aim of 
religious education, is nothing else than the realization of that social ideal 
whose germinal type is the normal family. 112 
1
coe, G. A. Education in Religion and Morals, pp.276-277 
2Peabody, F. G., The Religious Education of an American Citizen, p. 83 
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d. The Personal Ideal 
The personal ideal distinguishes man from the lower creatures, and 
its perfection and power mark the high and full development of humanity. 
Children need training because they are to be developed so as to approach the 
ideal. The personal ideal is the f oundation for self-respect, without which 
character cannot be formed. Self-respect depends not upon the Ire ans or the rank 
of position but upon the person himself, that is to say, upon his personality. 
The personal ideal must have power over our lives, else it is not an 
ideal but merely an idea. The children not only dream 'of power, wisdom, strengt~ 
honor, and nobility but they must also have the desire to achieve and the vision 
to pursue. This vision is the personal ideal. Parer.ts with vision can buil.d 
their i d.eal homes; without an ideal i he home is corrupted to some degree. Let 
us obse~ve some of the ideals which the individuals of the family may have. 
First is the body ideal, which has been mentioned already. The body 
is of great importance if we are going to build the ideal home. Every boy and 
every girl in the family should be as nearly perfect in their physical develop-
ment as is possible for them to be. They should grow up with t he ideal of a 
healthy, clean, and effici ent body. They should be taught the intimate relation 
of the body and the soul, in that the soul . is absolutely dependent upon t he 
body for its knowledge of the universe through the senses. The true education-
al aim would be to give to every boy and girl something of the sense of re-
sponsibility for keeping his body in perfect condition. Such a responsibility 
would result not merely in a higher physical development but would radiate its 
good influence into all parts of life. Saint Paul says "Your bodies are the 
temples of the Holy Spirit." He means that we must take care of our bodies to 
keep them pure and holy for they belong not to us but to God, and that we 
should let no form of vice spoil or mar them. It is stated tla t certain American 
• 
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institutions grant no degrees to students with physical weakness . If this is 
so, it shows the emphasis they place upon the physical life. A house built upon 
the rock stands pennanently but built upon the sand it ~ediately falla and 
great is the fall thereof. So it is with the physical life. 
Next is the intellectual ideal, from which comes the ideal of good 
thinking. Parents are responsible that children be taught early to comprehend 
clearly and definitely. Intelligent parents make intelligent children, dull 
parents ma .. e stupid children. The great need of individuals in the family is 
not to have a great amount of knowledge of the world but to have a common knowl-
edge and to master its use for t he mutual benefit of himself and family. Of 
course every parent is not a Kepler, a Newton, a Confucius, or a Mencius b.ut ._the 
irw.i.vidual we need is the one who has an ideal and who induces everyone in the 
femily to strive toward some ideal . The family success depends largely upon 
the development of ee.ch boy and girl to form a love for and the habit of clear 
thinking in order to take their part in solving the problems which arise . 
In the third century before Christ there was a · man by the narne of 
Suching, who was in destitute circ1..unstances. No one cared for him and none 
regarded him highly, not even his parents or his wife. He educated himself and 
finally became a Prime Minister. He was then highly honored, especial1y by his 
parents and his · wife. His home was suddenly made beautiful and calls were 
made frequently by nev1ly-found friends. If we train children to have an ideal 
and help them attain their vision and goal, vre will lead them to the ideal per-
son and to the ideal home eventually • 
Another ideal is the ideal of honor, which is a please.nt one and one 
vihich is approved by everyone. \1\,'hat we are seeking is an ideal and an ideal, 
e.s we have already emphasized, is no mere notion or conception and above all 
never can be a repugnant or e.n unpleasant thing but must always have the poaer 
to charra and fascinate the one whose character it would influence. 
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The writer can recall that during his college days there was a student 
who had no regard for honor. Once he stole about two hundred dollars and thought 
he we.s f ortunate because he was not seen by anyone1·. He then v1ent to Shanghai 
and bought clothing and other articles·. When he returned to school he was im-
mediately suspected as the thief and put into prison. Anotper student who had 
an ideal of honor studied hard, received high promotion:·and eventually became 
the president of a college. One was promoted to be president and the other put 
into jail. One achieved his ideal and the other failed because he lacked honor 
and a high ideal. It is strange how many a man who would resent with a blow the 
epithet of thief or liar will lie and steal in secret apparently without a qualm 
of conscience. True honor demands reality and hates sham. The youth should be 
taught to abhor and reject in his own heart everything which he would resent in 
an accusation made by another. He should learn not to tolerate in his own inner 
consciousness what he would fear or blush to have knovm to his friends or his 
foes. This is the sense of personal honor that dominates and molds character and 
that endures the heaviest stress of life ."ll 
Parents must know their children as they know themselves. They must 
have a clear understanding with each other. Home is the place where children are 
trained for citizenship. True citizenship is the basis of social living in a 
democracy. The family is an agency for religious training in citizenship and 
children may be and ought to be trained as Christian citizens. The family is 
the first and most potent social group where the personal ideal is formed. 
Parents give children shelter, food, comfort and education but none of these 
things can minister to the real lives in the homes in the highest sense. None 
oi these are of great value in the development of personality. The most i iii-
portant factor is that "fathers and sons become comrades in the pathway of a 
developing sharing of life. 112 Therefore the parents must be willing to give 
1sisson, E. 0., The Essentials of Character, p. 121 
2cope, H.F., The Parent and the Child, p. 127 
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themselves and to share their experiences, in order to help the children to be-
come cultured and to realize their personal ideal. 
Ideals are guides to action and effort, something to. strive and sacri-
fice for. It was the force of a ;;; reat ideal which led Paul to' say, "This one 
thing I do" and to the attainment of that ideal he gave all his purpose and 
effort. To form a true ideal requires a trained sense of values. One must de-
velop a power of spiritual perspective and be able to see things in their true 
proportions. This suggests that one of the responsibilities resting upon par-
ents is to guide the children in the forming of their ideals. Parents must see 
t hat their ch~ldren develop high standards of truth, honesty, obedience and the 
at, her moral virtues whicl1 lie at the foundation of all vital religion. Their 
ideal of success and achievement must include a large measure of service to their 
fellowmen. Parents must ground them in right personal ideals and standards of 
purity and clean living and bring them to accept t he life of Jesus as the ideal 
and pattern for their ovm lives. It is not enough that children shall come to 
know the chief events in the story of the creation, they must also be brought 
to appreciate and admire the wonders and beauties of nature as an evidence of 
God's wisdom, power, and goodness. It is not enough that the children shall 
come to know "the chief events in the life of Jesus and the outline of his 
teachings, they must also find themselves lost in admiration of the matchless 
qualities of His great personality. 
Religious education brings men, women, and children all to the Great 
Teacher in order to learn how to increase their spiritual development. Reli-
gious education cultivates the moral life in order that we may have the image 
of God more perfectly. Religious education develops the personal ideal in 
order that we may become new creatures through the influence of the Holy Spirit. 
In a word, religious education means the training of persons to live 
a religious life and to do their work as religious persons. It stands for 
development of character, also for spiritual values. The true home gives to 
every life the power to choose the thin6 s of the world on the basis of their 
worth to personality. Througn the family relations men may understand the 
highest relations of life. Iueal living in the home reaches beyond this life. 
It hopes to solve the world's ills not by external regulations but by bringing 
all men into a new family , to a birth into this new family life with God, thus 
securing a new personal environment, a new personality as the center and root of 
all social betterment. He who comes into this ne">v social order must come into 
the divine family, must humble himself and become as a little child, must know 
his Father and love his .brothers. This makes the family holy, sacred and re-
ligious in hs very nature. This brings the children up to the measure of the 
stature of the fulness of Christ. It not only makes religion a part of the life 
o ~· the home but makes a religious purpose the very reason for the existence of 
the Christian type of home. 
B. Materials and Methods of l~'amily Worship and 'I·heir 'l'eachings 
1. Importance of Family Worship 
Parents need to realize the value of family worship. It is their duty 
to hold fam:..ly worship. .t'arents Yvho make sacrifices and take into consideration 
·t.he influence or family worship upon children will be inf.luential Christians, 
while the parents who do not will be a hindrance to Christianity. Hera ist.ne 
cause of a great part of the decline of character which we so often deplore. 
Here also is the cause of that strangely irreligious temper, that hatred snd 
contempt of all religion that so often excites our wonder in children of nomi-
• nally Christian fruailies. No parent cen hope to have God's blessing in the fam-
ily worship, or indeed in anything else that concerns the religious welfare of 
their children, unless they are willing to take pains to make sac r ifices and to 
l et the light of their holy e:xrunple shine through the influence of feJUlly wor-
ship. The fmnily is, of course, the primary field t=md he who does not first 
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share his Christien life with the family circle tak e s the wrong course. Family 
worship is of great importance to the religious life and yet it is becoming al-
most obsolete in the busy, modern households of today. 
a . Application of Family 'iYo rship to the Daily Life 
One great purpose in family worshi11 i s to attach the stimulus and the 
appeal or religion to the common round of daily life and experience o! the ch~ld­
nen, as well as the parentz. Children are not mere pitchers to be filled up. 
The religious education they receive is th0 knowledge t hat is t o be put into ac-
tive service. Unused knowledge quickly vanishes away, leaving scarcely a more 
permanent i mpression on the life than i s left on the waves when we plunge our 
he.nd into water and t ake it out again. In a similar way th~ inte rest, i deals, 
s.nd emotions which are aroused and which afford a natural outlet f or expression 
in deeds and conduct, soon fade a.way without having fulfille d the purpose for 
which they existed. The great purpo s e of family v.rorship is t o find immediate 
and ne.tural outlet in expression to furnish a v1ay for the children to use what 
they have learned and to give them an opportunity to express the lessons learred 
t hrough observation. This is the only way that religious education can meet 
the r equirements of the Christian religion in this d!:l.y and age. When Jesus se.id, 
"By your fruits ye shall know them, 11 he meant that their r eligion should be ex-
pressed through their actions and mot merely through their words. 
b.. Participation in Church Work and in Social Service 
Children are naturally social beings. From the earliest years the 
children should come to look upon their Sunday School, or their classe- s, as a 
responsibility in which they have a personal share. Their experience in con-
nection with those organizations should be so interesting and s atisfying that 
their attendance will not have to be compelled but their loyalty, affection and 
int erest v1ill naturally lead them to attend. When this is accomplished, attend-
ance is assured and a fotmdation is laid for later participation in . all f orms 
of church ·work. 
Children can learn through f amily worship their relation to all man-
kind, that they are their brother's keeper. The instincts of childhood are 
naturally selfish and self-centered; the sense of responsibility for others 
must be trained and developed. A sense of responsibility for others must be 
stressed in family worship in order to prepare them for their place in the 
· la:rger circle of the church. Through the development of the sense of a per-
sonal responsibility for his class, his church, he learns to take part in public 
prayer as a part of his religious duty. Each child realizes that as a memb6r 
of the class, or school, he owes it to his organization to cio his share. Vlhen-
ever good deeds need to be done, wherever help needs to be rendered , wherever 
kindness and service are necessary, the children should be called upon to do 
their part. It is through family worship with each other and with their parents 
that such qualities as forbearance,. good will and mutue.l seriiice find most fre-
quent and vital opportunity for application. )~l these things have a bearing 
upon the formation of character through family worship. In short, children are 
~S iven the chance to apply in practice all ·Lhe lessons l earned in family worship 
and thus build them into their charact ers. Strong men become stronger, wives 
and mothers become wiser, purer and better because of their parents' encouraging 
word or pr ayer, such a.s only a loving parent can g ive. Children are "chips of 
the old block." VJherever there is a true religious motive and a permanent re-
ligious atmosphere, these will find definite expression in acts easily recog-
nized as religious. Love is the motive of the true home but love blossoms into 
wo rds and bears fruit in innumerable deeds. The life of love dies if reality 
is not realized in acts. All acts must be religious e~d acts of worship, thus 
uniting all acts in a spirit of l oyalty a.nd aspirat ion. Worship produces the 
ideal unity of famil.y life. The members of the family must not only feel a re-
ligious emotion but they also must express it in some way. Just so the united 
personality must give expression to its .faith and aspiration, its motives and 
emotions in order that the inner life may be outwardly expressed. The social 
value of family worship is the strongest r eason for this. It is the form which 
gathers the feelings into an act of worship and praise toward God, the Father 
___ of all families. There cannot be true worship in the family if the predominating 
qualities are not religious. The real spiritual life cannot be developed if too 
many secular things interfere. Family worship furnishes opportunity for re-
ligious education. Family worship lifts the whole level of family life. It is 
the one in which the family enters a holy place. They feel that God is real in 
fernily <Jorship and no strife, bickerings, or baseness are to be found there. 
Parents must lay emphasis on this basis on which the "new man" can oe built. 
2. Materials of Family Worship 
All religious instruction should be followed up by careful training 
along the lines laid do\vn in the instruction, otherwise many religious impulses 
riill go to waste. Parents instruct their children faithfully and then wonder 
why go wrong. It is because the children have had too much instruction and no 
training. A large number of' children who have become expert in religious knowl-
edge have remained irreverent, wicked, and godless. This is due not to lack 
of instruction but to lack of training. There is no better method of training 
than through family worship. Such doctrines as that of the atonement, the 
mystery of regeneration, the power of faith, and -~,he doctrine of the Trinity 
should not be preached to children because they are concepts which children 
cannot grasp. The proper way is to use materials in the family worship which is 
for the good of the children and which they can understand. Such material is 
plentiful and easily obtained. 
a. Story Materie.l 
Story-telling is an effective means of teaching children in family 
worship. Some children are interested not at all in dry facts given by parents 
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who conduct the service. If stories were given instead of dry facts, the chil-
dren would always be interested. The wonderful ethical teachings of the Old 
Testament were written by men with hearts eglow and in picturesqueness and si~ 
plicity of thought. These teachings are to a great extent v.rritten in the form 
of a story, a legend, an allegory, or a myth, with vivid pictures or in un-
rhymed poetry. It is this quality which makes the material so suitable to chil-
dren. If the story is properly told in fe.mily worship, children will e.ccept the 
Bible as truth and not merely as a myth or a legend. The Bible stories possess 
an essential quality; they are saturated with God. 1~is is an element wholly 
vital to the children's instruction in religion. 1"l'he child gets a clear and 
workable underst anding of God as a loving Personality, who is as much wiser and 
greater than his parents as they are wiser and greater than he, an<i soon he be-
gins to realize that he, with his parents, are all together children of the 
Heavenly Father end they like to thank and obey him. 111 This reyeals God as the 
giver 01 the many good gifts in their lives. Children do not tire of stories; 
inde c.. d, their love for a story increases e.s they come to know it well and they 
will denumd to have the same story told over and over in preference to a new one • 
.t'arents must know how to tell stories in the f'E1U J.ly worship in order to develop 
a spirit of worsi·,ip. "WJBke the story one of the chief instruments of instruc-
tion; see that it is charged with religious and moral value; make sure it is 
adapted to the age of the learner and that it is well told; for younger children 
use few stories frequently repeated until they are well known; do not insist 
that the child shall at first grasp the deeper meanings of the stories, make 
2 
sure of int erest end enjoyment e.nd the meaning will come later." 
b. Material from Nature 
It is well-known to everyone that it is easier to teach children with 
concrete rather than viith abstract material. They have a spontaneous love of 
1 
Mox c ey, Mary E. , Parents and Their Children, p. 100 
2Betts, George H. flow to Teach Religion, pp :-121-122 
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nature end e. ready response to the world of objects about them. These are good 
material for religious instruction in family worship. They should be t old how 
God c reates the beautiful flov,rers, carpets the earth with green, paints the 
autumn hillside with glowing colors, directs t he coming and go·ing of the seasons , 
causes the buds to swell and the leeves t o unfol C:. , directs the birds in t heir 
fli ght and the bees in their search, end sends the rain and makes the thunder 
roll. These truths are very attrac·~ ive to children because they are things out 
or their own world of experience Vlith which they are already femiliar. From 
these the children can be guided to the h i gher things of life and so trained as 
to recognize thLt Divine power i s much greater than that of any human being. The 
relig ion of the child is just as real as the religion of the adult fo r it in-
el udes all tht; instincts that have yet ripened. "Religion is not En instinct 
but an attit ude to-.-ia rd valu •;; s. nl J,ncl. s o mate rial f rom nature i s of great val ue 
for developing of the t rue h i ghe r life of ·Lhe child. 
Before the y are sent t o school, the childr en in a Chinese fa.m.dy do not 
understand nature as ~;ell as the ch i ldren of Western lands. 'l'hey could be 
taught about nature in f emily wor sh ip before they are sent to school. l• ·rom 
mtture "hey come t o know the Crea.t or better. .Paul says, "lfrom the invisible 
things of him, from the creation of the world are clearly seen, being m1der-
stood by the things that are made even his eternal power. ancl uodhead; so that 
? 
they are vii thout ex cuse.""' 
c. Material f rom History and Biography 
Children should be taught to recognize God not only in nature but 
also in the lives of _great people of the world. The spirit of Jesus is re-
revealed not alon in the earth but in his followers as well. Men who set the 
standard for mo.nliness and women whose character and lives are true examples of 
l Mo.scey, Mary E., Girlhood and Character, p. 143 
2 Romans 1:20 
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womanliness are as much a revelation of God's work and power as is a.l'ly con-
stellation of stars or the bloom of a rose. 
We may bring to the children the lives of men and women of other 
generations, such as missionaries' lives, those \'Jho have carried the light into 
the de.rkness, as Robert Morrison to China, William Carey to Burmah, David 
Livin~ stone to Africa. 0 Children should b ecome familiar with t h e sacrifices of 
such heroic men in t he giving of their lives for foreign missions to save many 
lives for ·our Lord. Such deeds are honorable and should be respected by the 
children. They should be taught of others who, vlith the love of God in their 
hearts, have gone out as m:inisters, teachers , writers of books and as physicians 
to the sick, who in their field of toil and service have given a cup of cold 
water in the name of the Master. 
Parent s may also make use of the history of nations, showing them as 
a people growing in strength , power and happiness when they carry out God ' s plan 
o f h).Uil8.!l j ;.<s tice, mercy, a.l'ld kindness; and of other nat ions going down to de-
struction , vlith its once :::; reat ne.me nov; forgotten, because it beca.'1l e arrogant, 
perverse, and haughty and forgot the ways of righteousness. Thus the use of his-
tory in family r;;iorship teaches children that with nations, as with children , 
the re awaits reward for the faithful and punishment for th e wrong doer . 
d. Picture Material 
Nothing can be much more useful in the instruction of children than 
pictures. Parents should select pictures t hat have a religious teachin6 and 
value in them. Biblica l subj e ct s, moral lessons, inspiring ideal s painted by 
true artists, should be made a part of the religious curriculum f or children 
in f am ~ly worshi~. Copies of su itable masterpieces should be available for 
u se in fam i ly worship . Such pictures may be hung upon the walls or held or 
passed about for each child to see. They should be pictures that are full o-f 
meaning for the child, and they will then learn r elig ious truths as well as 
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gain artistic ideals from them. Such pictures as the Finding of Christ in the 
Temple , The Light of the World, the Good Samari tan, The Sower, Chris t .Among t he 
Fishermen, and Christ Blessing Little Children a re g ood for va r ious ag es of 
children. The pi ctures sh ould be changed from t ime to time when hung upon the 
walls so tha t the f reshness and novel ty and t h e power of variety may be ma intaine 
e. Mus ica l Material 
No other form 01' expr ession cru1 take t he place of music i.."l creating 
a s pirit of reverence and devotion, or in inducing an attit ude of worship and in-
s pi r ing religi o us feeling an d emotion. Children should be 1- ermitted to take an 
active pa rt in the s inging during t h e worship service. Although not ,all hyrons 
a re s uitable for the use of children, yet there are many wh i ch are. These 
should b e sung fr equently so tha t the y may become familiar t o t h em. The hymns 
should be hymns that a re worth v7hile, int eresting , devotional, whose words are 
within the children 1 s understanding and interest and suitoble i n s entiment. 'l'h e 
pr a ctice of s tarting the family devotion by sing ing a hymn of pr aise, in which 
all j oi n , is certa inly .effective and inspirational. Equally so, is t he pract i ce 
of c1uietly lis:f;en~ng_ to the music of the piano as it is played softly . It is 
music which inspires worship. There are many fascinating incidents connected 
with the writing of the hymns or with the lives of the authors whi ch may be 
told to children. 
f. Biblical Material 
The child begins to comprehend God as the Creator of the ea rth and of 
man; he begins to comprehend God as Father and Friend, Jesus as a Brother and a 
Helper. He beg ins to comprehend the meaning of forgiveness, as well as kind-
n . ss. The Biblical material taught should center upon such themes a s prayer, 
prai se, and tha"lksgiving. 
To meet the needs of the growing nature of the child, many lessons 
should b e used which contains suggestions and inspiration f rom high exa;nples of 
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self-forgetfulness, sacrifice, and service, as found in such lives as Abraham, 
Jesus, and Paul. Aboundant material may be found in the Bible to strengthen the 
learner's love and appreciation of the beautiful and the good in the physical 
world. Asbury began readinr; the Bible at the age of only six or seven years, 
Simpson was brought to Christ by his mot her before he was four years old, 1icCabe 
was converted at eight years and many other during their early youth. How great 
is the opportunity of Christian parents, and not parents only but of all who 
share the home life or come in contact with them in t eaching or any other way. 
There is no more potent force to cultivate in children high ideals than family 
worship. It is worship that makes the home peaceful, lovely, and helpful. If 
parents wish to cu l tivate in their children a deep and continuing interest in 
the Bible and f or the thing s fo r which .it stands, they will seek always to bring 
to them such material as will appeal t o their interest; stir their i mag ination 
and quicken their sense of spiritual values. Since parents desire to influence 
the deeds of ci;ildren and shape their conduct in their teachin':'S in family wor-
ship, they should present to them those lessons from the Bible which are most 
naturally and inevitable related to daily life. First parents should determine 
what :impression they wish to make, or what is the aim they hope to secure, and 
then they should wisely choose from the rich source such Bible material as will 
most surely accomplish this end. 
3. Methods of Family Worship 
Noth ing is of much greater influence and importance than family wor-
sh ip. I t centres the entire thought upon Divine things. Some persons, so far 
as fmn ~ly worship is concerned, are very religious and devotional. TI1ey have 
been trained that way. There are a few simple forms in the family worship which 
help to train children in this devotional spirit, which might be noted. 
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a. Grace at Meals 
Grace at meals should be an invariable custom. Perhaps in most fami-
lies it is true that the problem is not so impossible as it is difficult. Grace 
at meals expresses one's gratitude to the Father, the Giver and Maker of all 
things . It me~es Him real and present in our daily thinking. The most effective 
grace is that which is s imple and sincere. Long, elaborat e , omate phrases are 
to be avoided and one's L"lnermost feelings expressed in simple words. This is 
helpful not alone to one's self but to the children as 11 ell. 
There are various ways of including the whole family in this act cf 
gratitude. Sometimes a verse with appropriate words is sung. Sometimes the 
father may ask the blessing at the meal and all the family join in the "Junen." 
Sometimes each member of the family takes his turn in saying t he grace before 
the meal. Sometimes a silent grace is off ered. Sometimes the family sings a 
a stanza or two as a prayer, or thanksgiving. vn1atever form is used it must be 
f ull of meaning and contain grateful praise and thank sgiving to God. The in-
telligent and religious parents offer grace at each meal, which guides t he chil-
dren int o habits and practice of acknowledging God as the maker and giver of 
every gift. 
b. Bedtime Prayer 
The family is the sanctuary of God and He is al·.1ays present v.d.th 
His children in the family. Parents and children should f orm the habit of 
offering prayer before retiring for the night. Some persons do not think t hat 
bedtime prayer is important. Howev er, it should not be regarded merely as a 
custom but it should be considered a duty. Vfuen someone has given us a gift, or 
performed some acts of kindness for us, we should be very ungrateful if we failed 
to express to them our thanks. Such is the bedtime prayer at the end of each 
day, with its many blessings bestowed by a kind and l oving Father and His 
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protection and care. Such prayer may be short but they should not be omitted 
a ltogether. Long and dry prayers are meaningless and tiresome to children. The 
best plan to encourage the children to pray is to set them a good example . They 
should themselves be encouraged to offer a bedtime prayer of their ovm, even 
though the par ent is absent from them. Prayer should come not from a sense of 
obligation but r ather from a desire to talk with God, to acknowledge His g ood-
n e ss, His greatne ss and His love, and to seek his direction and guidance for the 
future. 
St anl ey asserted tm t what converted him v1as not Living stone's sermons 
but Living stone. Parents who are int erested in t heir children in teaching them 
to pray should remember that t he y mu::. t themselves be definite and concrete and 
living examples. They should pray not only in words but in t heir labors and in 
their lives and then will their children Jearn to pray aright . If ·~hey merely 
teach them t o repeat a form of words, the result will be only one degree better 
t han i i they were taut;ht to recite a poem or to memorize a psalm. If t hey learn 
to l oo k upon the Bible with r everence and see that their parents allow it to con-
trol t heir lives, then the c.hildren will f ollow t heir examp::).,e. A training i n 
the habit of bedtime prayer will help towar d a healthy growth in spiritua l life. 
c. Fami ly Prayer 
It is a lamentable fact that · some famil i es do not have f amily pr a yer. 
It is not that many are unwilling to ha ve it but they think they are r eally too 
busy to find time f or it in their daily life and work. Even t h ough then may be 
quite busy, they should not permit themselves to become so busy as to negle-ct 
a practice v1hich has so g reat an influence upon the Christian life. Fami ly 
pra yer is a matter of the greatest importe~ce in regard t o the succes s f ul train-
ing of children, who should be guided into ways and habits of prayer. Sometine s 
even Chr istian mothers who pray much f or their children never lead them into 
t he pra ctice of prayer for themselves as they should do. •roo often, the chi;!. dren 
are taught merely t o say a prayer, or to r epeat some verse in rhyme, suitable 
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or .unsuitable to the age of the child. A much better method v1ould be f or tm 
mot her to word a prayer for . th t.Jm in a fev1 simple sentences and have them re-
peat it after her . Very soon the c.hild will begin to add a sentence t hat comes 
directly out of his ovm feeling and it will not be long before he will be a Lle 
to f orm the entire pr a yer for himself, and will thus be unconsciously led into 
the habi"'0 of prayer. 'i'his im,ures a perfectly natura l expression in prayer. 
'fhe hour f or fami.ly prayer is not a fixed one. That is a matter to 
be arrangeu !or the convenience of each family. It is sometimes the custom to 
hold it before breakfast; oiten it is held in the evening, at the close of the 
evening meal or before retiring. Its value lies not in the hour but in the 
spirit in which it is observed. It gives beauty and velue to the knitting of 
home ties, it elevates the family spirit and it quickens religious ideals. We 
find time to eat because it is eesential to our physice.l growth ; we stlOuld find 
time for prayer because it is equally essential to our spiritual grovrth • 
. Hl should have a share in family prayer and . every thought expressed 
should be within the il:J.telligence of even the yotmger members of the family. Thus 
prayer should be simple, brief and centred in the family. "Ti; i s should be done 
throv.gh no superlative fervor, or heat s of piety and prayer, but by the sober , 
honest , practical arrangement of life and its plan . 111 Prayer is one way in 
which .~- e r each out to God. The fantlly is exalted by it becs.use there is such 
reality m1d al l- diffusing harmony in the scope of it. Even the poorest laboring 
man may thank Go d at his table for the food he earned by the toil of yesterday , 
me.y sing each morning in his fami~y hymn of the glorious rest nt hand move to-
ward e better home with his children offering prayer and praise a s he journeys. 
4: . Teachings of Family V!cr ship 
Many families seem to find time eno ugh for everything except fan1il:;,r 
worship. They are so busy in keeping u~ 'iiith the rush of the world that they 
find no time for any religious duties. In contra.&t v1ith such families, how 
, 
beautiful is the one in which God occupies the chief place, in which 
religion enters into every atom of life and fills all the atmosphere 
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of the home and the family. Periodic family devotion, once or twice a day, 
is only e. part of the religious life of such a family. "The great art of 
the parents is to instil into the child their own morality, religious 
spirit, e.nd devotion to God. To do this they must be genuinely good 
themselves and be filled with intelligent earnestness so as to properly 
impress and mold the young life entrusted to them. nl The home is the r&o!' 
fore the sole training agency during a very important and impressionable 
hour. Concerning its teachings, some items may be presented. 
Through fam :.. ly worship, one learns first Jesus' way of living 
rather than the way of self-indulgence. To be a Christian in the farnily 
one must follow Him who came not to be ministered unto but to minister in 
the way of love, good-will and service. This way of living is sustained 
e.nd strengthened by thinking about God, having an attitude toward God and 
experiencing the love and grace of God, which the followers of Jesus may 
share with Him who was their 1~ster. Just as he lived his earthly life 
in the open and in constant fellowship with the God whom he conceived to 
be an ever-present, loving Father, we who follow him may so life. We 
also are the children of God and if we fail to keep in contact with our 
Father, we fail at a vital point. We may keep in contact with Him throt~h 
family worship. 
Another important step in famlly worship is in teaching chil-
dren how to pray. The devotional training of children rightly begins with 
the mother's teaching them to lisp a sentence prayer, which should be be-
gu.n as soon as they are able to speak well enough to address the Heavenly 
Father with even so tiny a prayer as "God bless us all • .Amen," thus es-
tablishing early the habit of prayer. In the beginning, the mother tells 
1Koons, W. G. The Child's Religious Life, p 220 
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the children what to say, she furnishes them with a brief form of prayer. 
Throughout childhood, parents should continue this practice, giving their 
children desirable forms of prayer, which may serve both to expres s their 
present needs and to awaken them to n ew and higher aspirations, even as 
Jesus ta·ught his di sciples to pray. Children should also be te.ught the 
meaning of prayer. Their ideas concerning its meaning and value should 
not be left to be formed by practice alone but the parents eho ul d talk 
with them about it and help them to form right ideas of it. 
Another teaching of ve.lue in family worship is the accustoming 
oi the children to reading the Scriptures during the worship hour. Prayer 
is asking something of God but reading of the Scriptures is listening to 
the voice of God as he speaks to mankind through his Word. We attribute 
value to the words of the Bible as a record of His revelation of himself 
in the life of the Hebrew people on down to the life and teachings of 
Jesus Christ, his own Son, who revealed in Himself all the fullness of the 
Godhead. Parents should encourage children to read the Bible and find the 
passages which will be of most value to them in l eading them to a fuller 
devotional life. Many of these beautiful passages should also be memorized 
by the children during the period of their mental growth which will be 
easiest for them to learn them and which will longer remain with them in 
after years. 
Another value in family worship in its religious atmosphere. The 
children of Christian parents should grow up in a religious atmosphere • 
Just as air fills the lm1gs, so must the spirit of family worship fill his 
spiritual life. Children should breathe in a religious atmosphere every 
moment of every day. All home situations should be permeated by the sane 




as the prayers offered, hymns sung and Scriptures read must all be done 
in the right spirit. Worship in the fami ly must be a new form of life. 
The sweet hour of prayer must become the sweet day of prayer, the formal 
hymn of praise must become the constant life of service, and the Scrip-
ture reading must be annotated with daily deeo.s. The keeping of old forms 
and customs may be of value but the building of the new life is imperative. 
Another value in family worship is the religious exarnple. Parents 
must be in all thi~gs lovely and of good report if they wish their children 
to become like them. The boy naturally does as his father does, not as 
his father says. It is the mother's practice, not her vTOrds, which in the 
end wins her daughter. Social heredity is as real an influence as is 
physical heredity. Imitation is the great law of the growing life. Chil-
dren must find in the lives of their parents another incarnation of the 
truth of God. Professor Coe says that a child should grow up a Christian 
and never know himself as having been otherwise. Such was the aim of 
Jesus Christ to enthrone the little children in their rightftQ place as 
religious beings, when he spoke the words which emancipated childhood, 
"Suffer little children to come unto me, and forbid them not, for of such 
is the Kingdom of Heaven. "l 
Another value in famil.y worship is the training of members for 
the church. Family worship is made constantly visible and audible to the 
children and God becomes a living power in the consciousness and conduct 
of children. Through the parents they are helped to find their right re-
lation to the church in their attitude toward it as a family group. The 
function of the family is primarily not to minister to any individual tastes 
but that all may minister to the needs of others. The principal service 
which the family may render to the church is to foster the development 
1Mark 10:14 
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of the children's religious life because they are to be the future members 
of the church. This spirit can best be t rained in family worship, the 
place where active, live members are developed. The success of the church 
depends not upon the large numbers in it but upon the strength of its 
spiritual life. The good children of the family will be the good members 
of the church. The training for church membership beg ins in the family 
worship. Still anot her value in family worship is the training in music. 
Children need to be led into ·Lhe knowledge of religious music. '!'hey need 
this knowledge as a stimu~us and a means of expression f or their ovm 
spirit~~l life. This means that children should come to know the hymnology 
of the church for as future members or the church they need to be familiar 
·1;ith its music. Music creates a spirit of reverence and devotion and in-
spires ~eligious feeling. Many singers in the church had the beginning of 
their training in fam~ly worsh ip. The more one sings, the higher he is 
lifted spiritually and the purer becomes his life. 
Again, there is the value of the building of personality . Per-
sonality is not born ))ut made. A strong inspiring personality is not a 
gift of the gods but it is made un der varying circumstances. .l:'ersonality 
grov;s as man grows . It is shaped in the crush and stress of life's prob-
lems and its dut ies. It e;ains h s quality f rom the character of the 
thoughts and acts that make up daily life. 'l'hat which today we build into 
thought and action, tomorrow becomes character and personality. High 
thoughts must be cultivated and worthy deeds practiced. Hearts must be 
made pure before God and man. One must consciously listen to the still 
small voice as it speaks to the soul ru1d ·then does the soul meet God. 
Worship that is held in the famlly is not intended f or a nominal and in-
effective ritual but it is-co tr-ansform the members of it and develop their 
personality. A man without a personality cw1not trul y live. .l:'ersonality 
i::; more valuable -~han secular and worldly possessions. It bears the mark 
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of whatever spiritual fellowship and communion one keeps with the Infinite . 
A very important value in f amily worship is its ability to pro-
mote self-government. Th is is an ideal to be sought . lie violates no law 
for the law is written within him. If all laws were repealed , he would go 
on his '';ay doing right just the same. It is so in the ideal home . Such a 
state is attained not by force but through divine help. One of the great 
aims of parents is to make their children self- governing. 
The law of the family is love,-- love tha~~, reaches up:mrd toward 
God and goes forth in kindliness to all God ' s creatures,-- a love that re-
veals itself in the home in kindly rule and in glad obedience, in gentle 
manners and in thoughtful consideration for each other, in patience, care 
and in forgiveness. In s uch a home love rules and the children have been 
trained in self-e;overnment. The soil is go od and the climate favorable 
fo r the cultivation of the plants of righteousness. 
And finally, the greatest value derived from fam i ly worship is 
it s presentation of an ideal life-- Jesus Christ. The dignity and worth 
of such a life is expressed in his i deal life and work . H.e is the model 
t eacher. We stand in unique relation to Him. We make His ovm business 
ours. He is our ideal not only in the general sense in which ·'!le share His 
example with all humanity but in the particular sense in which we may 
pattern our mm individual lives after His . He is the only true and match-
lese ideal, the great and worthy p~Ltern for every life in whatever station 
of life it may be found. 
Ideah: are to be seen and follo•.ved rather than talked about . What 
we need is not so much a description of J esus ' methods as a definite acquain -
tance with them. We must study them for ourselves, grasping not only the 
outward form but the inner spirit as well. There is no better training than 
to study His life in family worship. He was himself ·the embodiment of the 
truths and ideals he offered others. H.e lived the lessons he desired his 
discipl e s to learn. He rendered concrete in himself the religion he wo uld 
have his follo r1ers adopt. His life was an example which all mie;ht read, 
observe, and follow. 
Family worship should develop man's capacity to sense the Divine . 
Its aim is not to fit us for future complete living but to make us live 
more completely now. The perfect life is not one that awaits us in the 
future, it is rather one . to be improved with each passing moment. The 
perfect life has value in itself; it includes the ideals of health , truth, 
beauty, gooclness, and finally - God. The practicing of the principles of 
religious education in the family worship wins !"or each one the promise of 
the gospels , "Ye shall be perfect." 
, 
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